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f. ! LEGAL NOTICE. . - .:

This report was prepared as an account of Govern-
ment sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the
Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Com-
mission:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed
or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of the information contatned in this report, or
that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or pro-
cess disclosed in this report may not infringe privately
owned rtghts; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use
of, or for damages resulting from the use of any informa-
tion, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this re-
port.
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As used in the above, “person acting on behalf of the
Commission” includes any employee or contractor of the
Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent
that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or
employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or
provides access to, any information pursuant to his em-
ployment or contract with the Commission, or his employ-
ment with such contractor.
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ABSTRACT

.

.

Extensive measurements of the effects of radiation have been made on
various compositions of Li hydrides containing combined T. The isothermal
expansions of samples exposed to a flux of tritium fl radiation equivalent to

16.8 Mr/hr have been observed at 12 temperatures between -196° and 400”C
for maximum exposures up to 7 years. The results of these measurements
are correlated with other data and are used to formulate a model for radia-

tion damage in the Li hydrides.

That the Li hydrides are essentially ionic in character is shown by

various properties. Single crystals of Li hydrides of various compositions

were prepared from the melt. These were used to measure various physi-
cal properties, such as electrical conductivity, and to study radiation effects
on the optical absorption of plates cleaved from the single crystals. The Li
hydrides conduct electricity primarily by cation diffusion through a lattice-
vacancy mechanism with an activation energy of 0.53 ev in a manner com-
pletely consistent with results obtained for the Li halides. The color-center
model, which has been proposed to explain the effects of radiation damage to

the alkali halides, is shown also to be suitable to explain the radiation-induced
optical and electron-spin paramagnetic-re sonance absorption observed in the
Li hydrides.

Mechanical properties, phase separation, gas evolution, and other prop-

erties of the samples exposed to intense ~ radiation from combined T were
also observed and correlated with the isothermal expansion data to formulate
a model for the radiation effects. Equations are presented for the mechan-
isms involved, and comparisons between simplified calculations based on the
model and observed expansion rates are given. One interesting conclusion
obtained from these studies is the result that little dissociation and cavitation
occurs in samples stored at temperatures below -7°C, whereas these effects
are extensive and tend to lead to the disintegration of samples stored at 23°C
or higher.

.-
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Because of the comprehensive nature of this report, which covers over

7 years of measurements, the inclusion of all the data would have made the

report excessively long. Accordingly we have chosen to present representa-

tive results in a graphical form for brevity and clarity. Details of meas-

urements on individual samples, along with discussions of techniques and

probable errors, are left for separate reports of more limited scope.

Lithium hydride containing

the study of radiation damage to

as temperature, at a well-known

lithium tritide offers an excellent means for

this material under various conditions, such

dose rate over long periods of time. How-

ever, it is necessary to know something about the bonding and the general

character of the material before one can expect to interpret the mechanism

for radiation damage to it.

The

helium-3)

ing the T

beta decay of tritium (with a 12.26 year half-life
(1)

to form

occurs at constant rate which is independent of the nature of bond-

or of external variables such as temperature. Still, the distribu-

tion of the product He3 throughout the LiH is not independent of these factors,

and neither is the nature of the immediate products nor the state of the

stoichiometric quantity of Li formed (whether atoms, metal, or color centers).

The net reaction for the decay of the T after the dissipation of the energy

-11-



(18 kev maximum energy, 5.6 kev mean energy(l)) of the @ particle is:

()
Intermediate

LiT ~ Metastable ~ He3 + Li
Products

The ~ particles must lose their energy during passage through the

material; the mechanism by which this energy is dissipated and the net re -

sultant radiation damage to the material are primarily dependent on the

chemical snd thermodynamic properties of the material. It seems most

reasonable to assume that the net effect of radiation damage on LiH will

result in the chemical dissociation of the material with the possibility of

recombination by a back reaction as indicated in the equatiom

P H
Intermediate

LiH ~ Metastable ~Li+~H
Products

2

The extent to which the back reaction occurs in the first stage of the

latter equation is most important to the resistance of the material to per-

manent radiation damage. If recombination is rapid and the steady-state

concentration of metastable products is comparatively small, the net effect

of the radiation on the material may be nearly negligible because all of the

energy is dissipated as heat. On the other extreme, all of the energy could

go to form dissociation products which do not recombine at all under the con-

ditions of the irradiation; this could lead to the dissociation of about 300

molecules of LiH per ~ particle, assuming that 20 ev is required per disso-

ciated molecule. I

In recent reviews
(2-4)

of radiation damage, solid materials have usually

been divided into four types, which differ in their response to exposure to

the three types of radiation: electromagnetic, charged particles, and neutral

particles. Seit. and Koehler(2) list the four basic solid types according to

.

.

.
.

.
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the nature of their chemical bonding as metallic, valence, molecular, and

ionic. Of course, many materials exhibit chemical properties which are

intermediate between those of two or more of the basic types, and the ex-

planation of radiation effects on these materials will usually involve com-

parison with more than one of the basic types. Metals are, in general, re -

sistant to electromagnetic radiation, since most electronic excitation is readily

dissipated as heat, and they suffer most damage through atomic displacements

produced by heavy particle irradiations. Valence crystals, such as silica,

diamond, silicon, and germanium, behave similarly to metals in their resis-

tance to radiation by being primarily damaged by atomic displacements in

their pure state. Molecular crystals, consisting of discrete molecules held

together by van der Waals or other weak forces, are electronically excited

by all types of radiations and, as a class, they probably suffer the greatest

damage. Some molecules lose energy much more rapidly than others and

suffer less permanent damage; thus aromatic organic compounds, such as

naphthalene, dissipate energy readily, partly by fluorescence. Other molec-

ular crystals, such as ice, aliphatic organic compounds, and even complicated

molecular structures, such as polyethylene, suffer through the rupturing of

bonds or ionization to form free radicals or ions which serve as intermedi-

ates for the production of new molecular species. Simple ionic salts, such

as the alkali halides, suffer damage primarily as a consequence of electronic

excitation by any @pe of radiation. Ionization causes displacements which

act as electron or hole traps to produce metastable products called color

centers. Color centers have pronounced effects on the properties of the

salts, but in simple ionic materials they can be induced to recombine by

moderate annealing or by bleaching with light of suitable wavelength. The

irradiation of salts involving complex ions, such as the alkali azides or ni-

trides, forms color centers like the alkali halides; but the covalently bonded

-13-



anions behave like molecules in that they dissociate after excitation to form

new molecular species. Damage to such materials is relatively permanent

and is not easily removed by annealing. Comparison of radiation effects in

the Li hydrides to those observed in the four basic solid types is useful for

the interpretation of the results, and it also gives additional evidence as to

how the Li hydrides should be classified among the four basic chemical bond

types.

Insofar as it can be considered ionic, LiH is unique as the lightest and

simplest of all possibly stable ionic solids. It has a simple NaCl type of

lattice and is the only salt that consists solely of ions with the He configura-

tion of electrons. These properties have made LiH attractive for theoretical

treatment, and calculations of lattice parameters and crystalline cohesive

energy of LiH have been made using various quantum-mechanical approxima-

tions.(5-9) The classical calculation of the lattice energy based on the Born-

Mayer model has been performed by Baughan
(lo)

although a reliable experi-

mental value for the compressibility of LiH is not available. Kasarnowsky
(11)

reversed the calculation to obtain the compressibility from the experimental

lattice energy computed by means of the Born-Haber cycle, and his values

are in fair agreement with the average of estimates obtained from experi-

ments.

Calculations by Herzberg
(12)

and others have shown that the bond in

the diatomic LiH gas molecule is predominantly covalent. By using electro-

negativities to calculate the covalent contribution to bonding between neighbor-

ing ions in a NaC1-type lattice foliowing Pauling,
(13)

12.5% covalent character

is found for LiH compared to 10% obtained by Pauling for LiI. Homopolar

bonding(g) has been used to account for the 6 to 9% discrepancy between the

observed cohesive energy and the results of Lundqvist
(7)

in a more recent

calculation. X-ray-scattering results have been used to ascribe a large

.

.

.

.

.

.
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degree of covalency to the bonding in solid LiH,
(14)

but others have shown

that this interpretation is in error in the case of LiH and, indeed, that no

conclusion can be made regarding the character of the bonding in crystalline

‘15$16) Some pertinent physical and chemical prop-LiH from the X-ray data.

erties of crystalline LiH are given in Table 1. It is seen that many prop-

erties are similar to those of the alkali halide s.*

*The properties of LiH are discussed in greater detail in Reference 17.
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CHAPTER 2

MEASUREMENTS

.

.

.

.

.
.

This chapter on measurements is by no means complete, but it is in-

cluded to give the reader some idea of the experimental methods employed

in this investigation. The purpose of the measurements can be divided into

three categories: (1) to determine the physical and chemical properties of

LiH, (2) to study radiation-damage effects and color-center formation in

crystalline LiH, and (3) to study such gross effects as expansion and out-

gassing in samples containing LiT as functions of the logical variables, in

such a way as to permit the interpretation of the results in terms of a

reasonable model. Table 1 contains the measured values for some of the

properties determined under the first category for LiH and LiD along with

others from the literature; also, literature values for the properties of LiF

and NaCl are included for comparison. With the exception of such properties

as aensity and Debye characteristic temperature, which depend more directly

on the mass of the hydrogen isotope, the other tabulated properties of LiH

and LiD

than 1%

physical

thermal

may be assumed to be identical without introducing errors greater

or so. Similarities in crystal structure, lattice energy, and such

properties as hardness, compressibility, thermal expansion, and

conductivity between LiH and the two alkali halides are quite evident

from the table. The values for LiH are frequently in the logically intermediate

-17-



position between those of LiF and NaC1. The value given in the table for

the melting point of LiH may seem relatively too low, and that given for the

electrical conductivity of LiH may seem too high; but these properties are

discussed later in more detail and found to fit logically into the sequence of

Li halide properties. On the other hand, the comparatively low heat of for-

mation of LiH from the elements reflects the relatively high bonding energy

of H2 in its standard state, compared to the halogens, and results in the in-

stability of LiH toward chemical reaction in oxidizing atmospheres or toward

dissociation of vapor molecules at temperatures near the melting point.

(The high chemical reactivity of LiH requires that all handling of this mate-

rial must be carried out either in vacuum or in an

box flushed with dry He or Ar was commonly used

Since the vapor is predominantly dissociated at the

Li has a limited volubility in the molten salt, a H2

inert atmosphere. A dry

for achieving the latter.)

melting point and metallic

pressure in excess of the

high value given in the table is required to obtain pure, colorless LiH of

stoichiometric composition from the melt. The comparatively low electron

affinity of H is also in agreement with the above observations and with the

expectation that H- ion

The comparatively high

fractive index of 121H.

should be more easily polarized than F- or Cl- ions.

polarizability of H- ion is verified by the high re-

2.1 Measurements on Single Crystals

Single crystals of LiH and LiD were grown from the melt for use in a

study by optical and magnetic-resonance (ESR) techinques of color-center

formation.
60

Many types of irradiation were used, including X rays, Co y
-5

rays, /3 rays from 10 to 10 mole % LiT included in several crystals,

neutrons from a homogeneous reactor, and ultraviolet light. Except for the

ultraviolet light, which was very ineffective for the production of color

.

.

.

.

.

.
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centers at low temperatures, all methods of irradiation prcxluced the same

optical absorption bands. Neutron irradiation proved to be the most efficient

means for obtaining densely colored crystals because of the highly energetic

Li6 (n, Q)T reaction. A 1 min exposure to

roughly equivalent to exposing the sample

target operated at 40 kv and 20 ma for 2

11 2
afluxof 5x10 n/cm sec is

of LiH to X rays from a copper

days . To prevent the destruction

of the color centers first formed and also prevent their aggregation to form

more complex color centers, many of the irradiations were done at low tem-

peratures. Temperatures in the range from -196” to -73°C proved to be

adequate for this purpose, and they were attained by the use of boiling nitro-

gen or mixtures containing solid C02. Samples of single crystals containing

LiT were most useful for studying the kinetics of radiation damage at chosen

temperatures by comparing optical and ESR measurements of color-center

growth to flotation and X-ray measurements of crystal expansion.

Samples were also cleaved from the single crystals to measure the

electrical conductivity, hardness, and density of LiH and LiD. The results

of these determinations are included in Table 1. Electrical conductivi~ is

discussed in more detail in a later section. All of the tabulated hardness

values are for f%train-free u samples of single crystals and were obtained

from measurements made with a Kentron microhardness tester applying a

load normal to the (100) cleavage faces of the crystals. Flotation densities

obtained for l~uretf samples of LiH and LiD agree with the calculated crystal

densities obtained from X-ray lattice parameters within the small limits of

error of the measurements. This is taken as a measure of the high degree

of purity of some of the single crystals prepared. A similar flotation method

was used to follow the expansion of crystals containing LiT stored at low

temperatures, which is described in the following section. Measurements of

the lattice expansion of samples prepared from a LiH crystal containing

-19-



5.56% LiT were

diffractometer.

by a 0.00025 in.

made using a low

The free surfaces

temperature vacuum stage on an X-ray

of the powdered samples were protected

Mylar film, which was adequate protection during transfer-

ences and storage under liquid N .
2

The single crystals of LiH and LiD were prepared by slow crystalliza-

tion of the molten salt in the apparatus shown in Figure 1. The apparatus

was pressurized with H2 or D2 to a total pressure of 2.7 atm to prevent

dissociation of the salt. Because of the chemical reactivi~ of LiH and of

the still higher reactivity of the Li metal from which it is made, nonmetallic

impurities such as oxides and nitrides were more troublesome than metallic

impurities. When attempts were made to grow clear crystals with theoretical

density from the purest salts obtainable, the products were made cloudy by

the presence of dense impurities. The first step in the procedure adopted

to produce suitably pure crystals of LiH was the removal of the less volatile

impurities by vacuum distillation of Li metal into a clean thin-walled crucible

made of pure iron. The lid of the crucible containing the freshly distilled

Li was tamped into place and welded to the crucible by induction heating

under vacuum. The crucible was then heated to about 750”C in H2. Further

stages in the preparation of a pure single crystal of LiH are illustrated by

the temperature-time curves in Figure 2. At this temperature and 2.7 atm

of pressure, H diffused through the thin Fe ,walls of the crucible, with com-
2

plete synthesis of pure molten LiH after about a week!s exposure to the gas.

Next, with the heat conduction down the crucible support giving a vertical

thermal gradient through the melt of about 30°C/cm, the stabilized power

supplied to the furnace was automatically and slowly reduced to grow a single

crystal. The crystal was then cooled more rapidly under reduced thermal

gradient to room temperature. The approximately 2 in. long and 5/8 in.

diameter single crystal was finally freed by cutting through the thin-walled

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.
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Fig. 1 Apparatus for the preparation of single crystals of LiH from the
melt. Note water-cooled Cu heat leak sealed inside the crucible
support to establish a thermal gradient through the melt.
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crucible and then tearing and peeling it away from the crystal.

The puri~ requirements for some of the measurements are very severe

because very low concentrations of crystal defects are entirely responsible

for the property under observation. In the color-center studies it was found

that centers associated with divalent impurity ions had greater stability than

those formed in a ‘fpure!’ crystal lattice. These impurity centers are re-

sponsible for the predominant absorption bands formed by the irradiation of

H ion at room temperature, butcrystals containing 0.05 to O.5 mole % Mg

the effects of such divalent ion impurities are minimized ~ f~urel’ crystals

which are more heavily irradiated at low temperatures. Experiments show

that the addition of Mg metal to LiH before crystallization improves the opti-

cal properties and cleavage characteristics of the single crystals prepared

from LiH starting material. As with the alkali halides and other ionic crys-

tals, it was found that aliovalent metallic impurities introduce defects which

are responsible for the low temperature electrical conductivity of LiH in even

the purest crystals. Analyses of the ‘~urelf crystals indicated that the most

important divalent impurity was I@ at 2 to 5 molar ppm and Cu and Fe at

O.5 to 2 molar ppm in both LiH and LiD. From the flotation density meas-

urements it is estimated that the concentrations of nonmetallic impurities,

calculated as oxide, in the purest crystals varied from a few molar ppm up

to 0.1 mole %.

2.2 Measurements on Samples Containing Large Concentrations of LiT

No large single crystals containing more than 5.56 mole % LiT were

prepared, but several small 0.1 to 20 mg crystals containing 40 or 50 mole %

of the tritide were obtained from melts and were adequate for several studies.

Samples near to the minimum size were used to study Li formation in the

salt by observing the

resonance absorption

intensity and shape of the electronic-spin paramagnetic-

of the metal over a period of 500 days in samples
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stored at 23° and -196°C. Also, density measurements were made to study

the expansion of crystallite stored at -196°C. Densities were computed
.

from flotation temperature measurements on small crystals immersed in an .

inert calibrated liquid which was contained in a sealed quartz tube and stored

under boiling N between determinations. A similar method was used for

single crystal samples containing 1 to 6% LiT mentioned

section, but in that case flotation liquids were chosen so

ments could also be made at -80° to -20”C instead of at

in the preceding

that the measure-

room temperature

or above. The high sensitivity of the flotation method makes it valuable for

samples which expand at a low rate, but the limited density range obtainable

with a given liquid restricts the period of observation for rapidly expanding

samples and also the utility of the method.

Extensive observations of the expansion of Li hydrides as a function of

LiT content, storage temperature, and age of the material were made on

larger samples of the salt prepared from pressed powder. The material was

prepared as a melt, reacting H2 containing T2 with the metal, which was then

cooled and ground. Most of the samples were hot-pressed bars of the ground

salt which were compacted to 95 to 100% of the crystal density at 400”C and

contained 2 to 4 g of material with 20 to 70 mole % LiT in a shape that was

3 X 1/2 X 1/4 in. Small circular markings near the ends of the bars or bar

fragments were used as indices for periodic measurements of length with a

traveling microscope. Volume expansions were computed from observations

of linear growth after first ascertaining the isotropic nature of the expansion

by measuring increases in all three dimensions on many samples. All meas-

urements were made at 23°C although the bars were stored at many tempera-

tures from -22° to 400”C.

The outgassing of the bar samples was observed by periodically pump-

ing the sealed sample containers and measuring the total gas evolved in a

.

.

.

.

.
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calibrated volume. Samples of the gas were analyzed on a Consolidated-Nier

mass spectrometer r, and the analyses were frequently checked for He content

by burning a portion of the gas in a CUO train with a trap to remove the H2.

A record of the quantities of He3 and the H2 isotopes evolved as a function

of storage time under different conditions of temperature or composition was

obtained. The observations also yielded information on possible leakage of

the sample containers.

After long storage, the presence of radiation-damage products

samples was verified by nuclear magnetic-resonance spectroscopy.

in the

Mechanical properties such as bending stress and hardness were studied

as functions of age on some of the bar samples. The bending stress data

were scattered -- largely because of incipient cracks formed during sample

preparation. They indicate a general decrease of strength with storage time.

Hardness data were more easily obtained from the samples, and they show a

consistent increase in hardness with increasing storage time at room temper-

ature. A Rockwell hardness tester using 1/8 and 1/16 in. diameter ball in-

denters under reduced load was used to make the measurements. The ma-

chine was calibrated on a number of samples, and the results were cross-

checked against a Kentron microhardness tester so that all data could be

presented in DPH (or DPN) units, which have a more direct physical meaning,

in terms of kg of force supported by 1 mm2 of the material, than the Rock-

well number values. Other physical changes were observed visually, often

with the aid of a microscope. These included observations of microcleavages

and Li extrusion from surfaces, as well as observations of microscopic frac-

turing and disintegration of samples.
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CHAPTER 3

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1 Emansion

The expression E = E ( , t, T) relates the expected dependence of the
%

volume expansion on three logical variables: concentration of LiT, age, and

storage temperature. The dependence of the expansion on the latter two

variables is the main subject of the illustrations and discussions contained in

the remainder of this paper.

the LiT concentration in the

of varied LiT concentrations

It is evident that the dose rate is dependent on

salt. The room temperature expansion of salts

can be described more simply by combining the

concentration and age parameters into one !Iequivalent damage u parameter

represented by t t = xTt.* Since most of the data are taken from observations

*

.

*This relation breaks down after t! exceeds about 120 effective days With

salts of lower LiT concentrations showing larger total expansions on the
E VS t! plot. If mean temperatures of the more concentrated tritide salts
were raised by radioactive heating -- which must always be considered in
these experiments -- the reverse effect would be expected. The Ineffective
damage?! formulation describes the production of decay and damage products
by a zero-order mechanism dependent on the dose rate. Higher-order me-
chanisms are obviously involved in the recombination of the damage products
at the differing concentrations in which they are produced in the various

tritides. Thus, the lowered total expansions of the more concentrated LiT

.

*

salts, after considerable
storage, these variations

damage, is not unexpected.
became small compared to

-26-
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made on material containing 40 mole % LiT, for simplicity the uncorrected

age has been used in preparing most of the figures.

The general effects of age and temperature on the expansion of Li

hydrides containing 40 mole % LiT are shown by the isotherms plotted in

Figure 3. The isotherms are given for temperatures of -22°, 23°, 50a, 75°,

150°, 300” (dashed line), and 400”C and extend to the first 680 days of ex-

pansion. Note that the temperature dependence is very large, affecting both

the magnitude of the expansion and the shape of the curve. The 300”C curve

is particularly notable since it starts at very low values and then rises with

age to cross many of the other expansion isotherms. .

Other samples stored at 125°, 200°, and 250”C had short lifetimes due

to the breaking of the samples (discussed in Section 3.3). For clarity these

expansion curves are plotted along with other curves in the 23° to 400”C

storage temperature range in an expanded scale shown in Figure 4. Changes

in the slopes and shapes of the expansion curves as a fmction of increasing

storage temperature are again quite striking. The data for the incomplete

curve at 150”C were obtained with a different set of samples having a less

well-defined thermal storage history from those used for the 125° to 400”C

curves. The short jagged lines on the 125°, 200°, and 250°C curves indicate

fracture or disintegration of the bar samples. Visual observations and particle-

size determinations made on the residue of some of these disintegrated sam-

ples indicate that the breakup of the material occurred primarily at the grain

boundaries. The mean lifetimes of the bars were probably reduced by a

combination of factors including the extreme brittleness induced in the mate-

rial and the high strain rate to which samples were exposed.

The expansion data obtained from samples stored at lower temperatures

are best illustrated in the scale chosen for Figure 5. These isotherms illus -

trate the relatively minor influence that temperature has on the expansion
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isotherms obtained at storage temperatures of -7°C and below as contrasted

to the high sensitivity to storage temperature observed at 23°C and above.

The initial 23°C expansion was linear, and this slope has been extrapolated

as a straight dashed line for comparison to the low temperature curves. The

-196°C (liquid N2) expansion curve was from measurements on the flotation

densities of small crystalline samples rather than from bar samples. The

broken curve labelled approximately 40°C was obtained from pressed pieces

stored at ambient temperature within a drybox with poor temperature control.

3.2 Hardness

Hardness results obtained on some samples stored at 23°C as a function

of increasing age are shown in Figure 6. The ordinate is given in absolute

units on the left and in values relative to the unstrained single-crystal hard-

ness on the right. The unstrained single-crystal hardness is indicated by the

dashed line and is drawn as the approximate origin of the curves. The points

and solid curve refer to average values for each sample, whereas the upper

and lower bars and dashed curves refer to the maximum and minimum values,

respectively. Low indenter loadings were required to prevent fracture of the

fragile material at greater ages; this resulted in little penetration of the ma-

terial and in reduced sensitivity. The minimum values were generally the

least reliable for any given sample because of the somewhat porous nature of

the pressed bar samples.

The curves show that the hardness increases to six times the original

value in less than 250 days, but the rate of increase decreases with age.

These results show that the salt, in expanding under the effects of p irradia-

tion, has developed a high degree of stress. Extreme embrittlement of the

aged samples made it impossible to continue the measurements without de-

struction of the samples after 250 days. The incidence of disintegration of
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room temperature samples also became appreciable at about this age. The

extra hardness and the brittleness of old samples can be reduced by anneal-

ing the samples for some time at or near the hot-pressing temperature of

400”C. Plastic flow is sufficiently rapid at these temperatures to remove

the internal stresses and the radiation-induced hardness, as indicated by the

three points given in Figure 6 to illustrate annealing effects. In the last

case, the unstrained hardness value was obtained after 5 days at 400”C, but

it was simultaneously observed that the sample expanded 20’%0in volume to

relieve the stress accumulated during storage of more than 200 days at room

temperature. (The annealing process was observed to be accompanied by a

loss of only 6% of the He3 which had been accumulated in the sample by T

decay and only 2% of the equivalent amount of Li metal which was also pro-

duced. This experiment, along with others, serves to indicate the tenacity

with which the decay prcxlucts are contained by the salt, even at relatively

high temperatures.)

3.3 Outgassing

The outgassing isotherms obtained from LiT-containing bar samples

stored at tempera.tures from -22” to 400°C are shown in Figure 7. The ex-

treme range of the gas evolution rates observed as a function of storage

temperature -- from 0.16 cc He3/cc of salt stored at -7°C in 800 days to

65 cc of He3/cc of salt stored for 800 days at 50”C -- makes it difficult to

compare the results on the same graph, but the data are neither so complete

nor so accurate as the expansion data and therefore are not presented here

in so detailed a fashion. The deviations of outgassing curves for certain in-

dividual samples from the average curves, shown in the figure, are frequently

quite extreme, which makes any detailed conclusions drawn from the features

of the averaged curves of dubious value. With respect to the effect of the
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LiT concentration of the salts on the outgassing rate, it is found that the

data for a given storage temperature (room temperature) can be normalized

by plotting XTV vs xTt. This fits the He evolution and, to a lesser extent,

the H2 evolution for all but very long storage times, similar to the E vs xTt

plots used to normalize the expansion data. The data obtained at 300° and

400”C are probably subjected to the additional error of significant diffusion
3

of He through the glass containers.

The first gas obtained from any sample consists primarily of hydrogen

isotopes, some from the reaction of moisture or hydroxide at the surface of

the bar with the salt to form Li20, and the rest from radiation damage to

the surface and bulk of the sample. Later the gas evolution rate increases

greatly, and He3 becomes the principal component. Again, the initial peri~

is long for low storage temperatures and much shorter at high temperatures.

The data cannot be explained by any simple model for gas diffusion through

a solid. Too many factors change with age including lleffective ~’ gas pressure

and surface area for a given sample. Some of the gas appears to be re-

leased in a sporadic manner, and this is probably related to the microfrac-

turing of the embrittled material produced by radiation damage. Fracturing

of the grains of the salt increases the effective surface area of a given sam-

ple, and this has the effect of reducing the average length of diffusion paths

from the bulk of the crystals to the surfaces.

The disintegration of the bar samples often occurs with considerable

vigor, frequently throwing fragments to all parts of the container, and may

be compared to that of stressed glass Ruperts ! drops.* AS mentioned in

Section 3.1, for bars stored at temperatures near 200°C, the breakup often

*This may be compared to the breakup of LiF crystals exposed to over
1018 n/cm2 and subjected to over 10% expansion which was observed by
Spaepen(41) and Senio and Tuckerc (42)
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occurs between grain fragments of the highly stressed compresses, and the

amount of gas released is .sm.all. The rate of gas evolution often increases

after disintegration -- although usually not as dramatically as shown in

Figure 8. In Figure 8 the expansion and outgassing data obtained from a

single bar sample containing 70 mole % LiT are plotted together for com-

parison. There was a very strong increase in He3 evolution rate after the

bar disintegrated following storage for 654 days at 23°C, but only a slight

increase in gassing rate was noticed in a sample taken 4 days after the

breakup. This is convincing evidence that the He3 left the grain fragments

after the disintegration of the sample. BI most cases the onset of strong

He3 evolution

disintegration

crease in the

its maximum.

occurred after a much greater time interval had elapsed since

of the sample. Figure 8 also shows that the first marked in-

rate of gas evolution occurs after the expansion rate reaches

The Hm*/He3
ZI

maximum expansion rate has

H2* with Li in the samples,

for samples stored at 23”C.

3.4 Separated Phases in the

ratio* in the evolved gas also drops after the

been passed, thus indicating recombination of

The last two observations are fairly general

Samples

Nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has been used to dem-

onstrate the presence of He, molecular H , and metallic Li in heavily dam-
2

aged pressed samples containing LiT. The He appears as the He3 NMR

band comparable to that reported for the gas.
(43)

Molecular H2 shows as a

narrow band in the NMR spectrum of T nuclei of the sample which is super-

imposed on the broad NMR absorption by the H- ions of the crystal lattice.
(44)

*H2* refers to any combination of H, D, and T. Generally, in this report H2
is used also to mean any isotopic composition of hydrogen gas unless speci-
fied otherwise.

.

.

.

. I

.
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Metallic Li also appears as a narrow Li7 NMR band superimposed upon the

+ ions of the sample and displaced by thebroad NMR absorption by the Li

characteristic Knight shift for the metal,
(45)

Observations were made on two pressed samples of salt weighing from

1.6 to 2 g and containing 40% LiT, which were over 2000 days old and had

been mainly stored at -7” and 23°C, respectively. The sample stored at -7°C

.

.

appeared to be in

undergone visible

marized in Table

been converted to

good condition, whereas the sample stored at 23°C had

deterioration and rupture. The NMR observations are sum-

2 for these samples in which about 11% of all H- ions had

He3 by decay of T during storage.

.
Table 2.

Absorbing
Nucleon

Nuclear-Magnetic-Resonance Observations of Species in Aged

LiH Samples Containing LiT

Absorbing

Species

Observed Width of

Characteristic Band

Comparative Intensity Found
in Sample Stored at
-70c 23°C

Li7

H3

He3

Li+ ion
Li metal

H- ion
H2 gas

He atom

10 gauss
0.5 gauss

10 gauss
1-2 gauss

0.4 gauss

strong strong
weak strong*

strong strong
not observed fairly strong

weak weak**

*Area under Li metal NMR band was comparable to that of the Li+-ion band

in this sample.

** Helium-3 was less readily detected than the other nucleons, but the inten-
sity of the He3 signal in this sample was about one-fourth of that found in
the sample stored at -7”C.

.
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3.5 Precipitation of Li Metal

The electronic-spin paramagnetic-resonance (ESR)

metal in small crystals containing 40 to 50 mole % LiT

observation of

does not give

Li

ab-

solute values for the quantity of metal formed because the efficiency of the

detection of this signal is low and is not known accurately. Esti~tes of

the total amount of Li metal formed were made by intercomparing the inten-

sity of the ESR absorption with expansion and outgassing results according

to the mechanisms presented in Chapter 4. The advantage of the ESR meas-

urements is that they permit us to observe the nucleation and precipitation

of a particular phase, bcc Li metal, in the crystalline samples.

Evidence for the nucleation of the metallic Li phase in the LiH + LiT

crystals is gained from observation of the width of the ESR absorption band.

The newly formed metallic particles induce broadening which results in the

observed maximum in the graph of half-width versus age illustrated in Fig-

ure 9. For a sample containing 40 mole % LiT and stored at 23”C, this

maximum occurs at about 50 days. This maximum is associated with a

rapid rise in the intensity of the ESR absorption, which rises at a maximum

rate that is approximately proportional to the 3/2 power of t.

Subsequent narrowing of the ESR absorption band indicates that the

average particle size increases as the total quantity of precipitated Li metal

also increases. The size of the Li particles is small -- probably about 10 %

diameter on the average. Microscopic examination of some fracture faces in

grains of old material reveals some large sheets or droplets of metallic Li

and lenticular voids (which probably contained gas) up to 40 p in diameter.

These large particles evidently represent a small fraction of the total quan- ,

tity of precipitated Li metal, and they do not influence the shape of the ESR

absorption band.

Line broadening indicates that still smaller particles of Li metal are
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formed in samples stored under liquid N2 between measurements. Log-log

plots of the growth of the ESR signal for metallic Li with age of two com-

parable samples* stored at different temperatures are given in Figure 10.

The graph indicates that both nucleation and production of metallic Li are

retarded by storage at -196°C. Additional experiments on samples stored

and measured at -196°C indicate that bcc Li metal is not fbrmed at this

temperature.

A broader absorption band than that characteristic of the ESR absorp-

tion by bcc Li was observed in a sample kept at -196”C. This band bleaches

out at room temperature with a half-life of about an hour and is replaced by

the narrower band characteristic of bcc Li. This process is slowly reversed

by long storage at -196°C. A rapid volume expansion also occurs at a com-

parable rate during flotation measurements made above room temperature on

similar LiT -containing samples stored at -196°C. It is assumed that the

broad ESR absorption is caused by a compressed fcc Li metal phase, which

is observed at low temperature,
(46)

and that the rapid volume expansion cor-

responds to the room temperature transformation of the fcc Li metal to the

bcc phase with the corresponding change in the ESR spectrum.

Similar Li metal transformations have been observed at higher tem-

peratures in neutron-irradiated LiF. Using X-ray diffraction techniques,

Lambert and Guinier(47) observed the f cc form of Li at room temperature

in samples after neutron irradiation, and they were able to observe the trans-

formation to the bcc form of Li after annealing the crystal at 200”C. Kim,

Kaplan, and Bray
(48)

observed two Lorentzian-shaped ESR bands in LiF after

intense neutron irradiation at 30”C; the narrow band, characteristic of bcc Li

metal, was stable at the highest annealing temperature, but the broader band

*The comparatively high initial Li metal ESR intensities indicated in Figure
10 are caused by incomplete synthesis of the samples.
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had characteristics similar to those of

served in LiH. The higher fcc to bcc

observed in ‘LiF is probably related to

the low temperature ESR band ob-

Li metal transformation temperature

lower cation-vacancy

compared to LiH as illustrated by the electrical conductivity

3.6 Color Centers

Color-center formation in LiH and LiD was studied by

mobility in LiF

data.

the conventional

methods of observing paramagnetic-resonance (ESR) and optical absorption

bands formed by subjecting single crystals to energetic radiations. The

principal effects are the formation of the F* and V* absorption bands, which

are presumed to be the consequence of absorption by centers comparable to

F and V centers in the alkali halides and lesser concentrations of other cen-

ters which effectively broaden the F and V. bands. Both bands are bleached

by irradiating the crystal with F light, thu~ indicating mutual

the F and VI centers.

Optical absorption spectra of color centers produced in

containing 5.56% LiT during storage at -193°C are illustrated

annihilation of

LiH crystals

in Figure 11.

A small amount of Li colloid indicated by the initial spectrum was removed

by subsequent exposure to ~ particles at -193”C. The F (or F*), V*, and &

bands at 2.4, 3.5, and 4.7 ev, respectively, are the absorption bands attributed

to the primary color centers produced in LiH crystals irradiated at low tem-

peratures. The ~ band lies close to the first fundamental band in LiH, and

it is difficult to observe unless thin samples are run against equally thin

reference crystals. This was true for the sample whose spectra are repro-

duced in Figure 11. The g? band is assumed to be caused by the change in

the absorption characteristics of the ions surrounding the F center, in analogy

with the explanation given for alkali halides.

after brief warming to room temperature is

The formation of an M band

illustrated by the fourth spectrum
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in the figure. Subsequent spectra indicated that these M centers were de-

stroyed during storage at -193°C, as had been observed previously; but a

20 hr warming to room temperature at a later time produced the intense Li

colloid band illustrated by the dashed curve, which proved to be stable during

continued storage at -193°C. Another sample which had been exposed to

, x ,01’ ~/cc also showed the irreversible transformation of F centers to

fcc Li colloid by corresponding changes in the ESR.

Several other

have been observed

room temperature.

after bleaching and

centers

in less

The S1

thermal

which are evidently stabilized by impurity ions

pure crystals, particularly after irradiation at

band at 2.05 ev was observed in many samples

annealing for prolonged periods, and a similar

band was also observed in some impure crystals at 2.3 ev and was called

the S2 band. Two bands seem to depend on the presence of Mg* ion in

doped crystals. The Mg band at 3.1 ev is probably caused by colloidal Mg.

Another at 2.2 ev is called the Z band and has many properties which are

similar to those of F bands, including the ability to trap another electron

upon optical excitation at -196°C to undergo a Z to Z t transition.

mation of colloidal Li is normally accelerated by the presence of

in LiH, except that the Mg band is formed if large concentrations

are present.

The for-

impurities

of MgH2

In Figure 12, the absorption spectrum produced by low temperature

X irradiation of LiD is compared to those produced by much shorter irradia-

tion times on KC1 and LiF. The width of the F* band in LiD is similar to

that of the V band, whereas the F bands in the halides are much narrower

than the V bands. The energy of the crystalline zero-point vibrations also

increases in the sequence KC1-LiF-LiD, which is the same as the sequence

of the low temperature F-band half-widths. The V bands are all broad and

have their maxima near 3.5 ev, but the TN band in LiD is relatively more
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stable than the others. The first exciton absorption band at 4.9 ev in the Li

hydrides is nearly at the position where one would expect to find the F band,

on the simple assumption that the size of the anion vacancy determines the

energy of the F-band absorption. This approximation is the basis of an em-

pirical expression formulated by Ivey
(49)

to relate the alkali halide lattice

parameter to the wavelengths of the F-band maxima observed at room tem-

perature, which it does quite well. Levy
(50)

proposed another empirical ex-

pression for the energy of the F-band maxima in the alkali halides which

takes the high frequency dielectric constant of the crystal into account. Levy?s

expression fits the alkali halides fairly well and gives about 2.4 ev for the

expected energy of the F band in LiH.*

The F-center ESR has been examined in LiH irradiated at -193@C, and

it has been found to have properties which are consistent with the accepted

model of an F center as an electron trapped at an anion vacancy: (1) The

ESR absorption band has a Gaussian band shape indicative of broadening by

interactions between the, F-center electrons and the nuclei of the neighboring

ions. (2) The mean square width of the band was studied in crystals of dif-

ferent isotopic composition (Li7H1,
Li7D2

, Li6H1, Li6D2) and found to vary

with the nuclear characteristics of the isotopes in a consistent manner.

(3) The relaxation time of the F center is long, and the ESR signal is satu-

rated by increasing the rf power level. These observations are consistent

with those reported for F-center ESR ts in alkali halide crystals.
(52)

LiH of

normal isotopic composition exhibits an F-center ESR which has a mean

square width of about 61 gauss and is centered at g = 2.004 + 0.002 as illus-

trated in Figure 13. The Li colloid ESR is also shown in Figure 13 for

*The properties of color centers in LiH are described in a paper by Pretzel
and Rushing, (51) and a description of color-center formation in crystals
containing LiT is to be published in another paper.
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comparison. The experimental g value for LiF
(53)

is also larger than the

free-electron value, and similar asymmetric nuclear interactions are probably

responsible for the shift in both crystals.*

The F band was identified by its association with the F-center ESR as

demonstrated by several bleaching experiments since attempts to produce F

centers by quenching H-deficient LiH from a high temperature only led to the

production of Li colloid. The connection between the 2.4 ev optical absorp-

tion and the F-center ESR was established by making parallel measurements

on: (1) “pure” LiH samples which were differentially bleached to form the

M band, and (2) Mg40ped LiH crystals which contained a diamagnetic electron-

trapping impurity and still showed a strong 3.5 ev band after the F centers

were destroyed. The identity of the Li colloid (C) band at 1.9 ev was also

established by the association between this band and the Li colloid ESR which

was also identified in a crystal irradiated

ature.

Since we have observed no ESR that

in any of our crystals after irradiation at

has a high binding energy, it is concluded

60
with CO -yrays at room temper-

could be attributed to the V centers

-193°C and since the H2 molecule

that the 3.5 ev optical absorption

band is caused by centers involving trapped H2 molecules analogous to the

Vi-center model proposed by Ktizig and Woodruff. (55)
According to this

model the VI center in LiH would consist of a H2 molecule at a H--ion site,

but such a center should not bleach readily in LiH because of the apparent

instability of single holes (like traps involving X~-molecule ions found in the

alkali halides which might serve as intermediates in a low temperature

bleaching process) and the instability of the extra H- ion produced by recom-

bination of the VI center with electrons released from the F .centers. The

*The F-center ESR results are reported in greater detail in a paper by
Lewis and Pretzel.
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expected stability of colored LiH toward complete bleaching with F

light at -193°C does exist, and the temperature of the sample must

be raised to about 30”C to complete the optical bleaching process.

probable that mobile lattice defects assist in the bleaching process

(or Vl)

generally

It is

at the

higher temperature. In the LiD crystal X-rayed at -73°C (Figure 12), it was

found that only a small fraction (9%) of the V1 and F bands could be ~PidlY

bleached with F light at -193°C, but the remainder bleached thermally at 37°C.

A LiH V center consisting of a H2 molecule in a pair of adjacent H--ion

sites (a self-trapped double hole in analogy to the self-trapped hole in the

alkali halides) could readily combine with two electrons to re-form two H-

ions in normal lattice positions at low temperature. Such a center would be

unstable because charge repulsion between the V center and the adjacent
1

anion vacancy would promote dissociation of the complex center at higher

irradiation temperatures. This expectation is, consistent with the observation

that a larger fraction of the color induced by low temperature irradiation can

be bleached optically at -193”C. The self-trapped double hole may be ex-

pected to absorb light in the region of the VI, band in analogy with Delbecq,

Smaller, and Yuster~s(5’) findings for the Cl; self-trapped hole in KCL

Observations on the LiT-containing crys@s show that centers probably

involving the decay product He3 atoms also absorb under the complex V band.

Up to the limits of the optical measurements,’ the absorption maximum of the

V* band remained above that of the F band and its growth paralleled that of

the F band illustrated in Figure 14. If the V* band were the result of ab-

sorption only by species containing H2, the V*-band growth curve should rise

to a maximum and drop like the curve in the’ lower left-hand corner of Fig-

ure 14 because of recombination of H with electrons released by decay.
2

The result of concurrent measurements of optical absorption, ESR, and

flotation temperature on samples cleaved from the LiH crystal containing

.

.
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5.56% LiT and stored at -196°C are given in Figure 14. Data from samples

of the LiH crystal containing 1.35% LiT were also used to draw the initial

portion of the F-center growth curve. F-center aggregation occurred at

-196°C after 1 x 10
18

P/cc in the less concentrated samples; this was in-

dicated by the saturation and subsequent reduction of the F-center ESR with

simultaneous growth of the aggregate ESR.* The linear pol%ion of the F-band
18 19

growth curve from approximately 8 x 10 to3xlo fl/cc was used to

estimate the F-band oscillator strength to be f = 0.19 * 0.03. When this

quantity and the measured refractive index and F-band half-width are in-

serted into the formula given by Smakula, the F-center concentration can be

related to the maximum absorption in the F band by the expression

= 3.0 x ,016
‘F

a. A lower value for the oscillator strength was obtained

by intercomparing the F band and the ESR spin density after 7 x 10
18

P/cc,

but, because of the low precision of this intercomparison, this result can be

treated as a rough confirmation of the low oscillator strength derived from

the slope. The points falling below the heavy F-band growth curve were

disregarded because of the error introduced by a light leak around the sam-

ple. This was corrected before the last few points were

errors related to the large spectrophotometer slit-widths

quired for these last measurements of optical absorption

taken, but probable

which were re -

still indicate that

the solid curve is probably the best representation of the true optical ab-

sorption values.

The results of the concurrent ESR and flotation density measurements

in the two upper portions of Figure 14 are plotted to arbitrary scales chosen

*F-center aggregation at comparatively low concentrations has also been ob-
served in other samples. This is evidently a structure-sensitive property
of most of our
tion appears to

single-crystal
proceed even

samples. Aggregation and Li-colloid forma-
more readily in less-pure polycrystalline samples.
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to demonstrate that the F-band growth curve can be drawn through these

data within the relatively large errors of the determinations. The large

ratios of F center to standard intensity observed in the ESR measurement

are one reason for the scatter of the points in the central portion of the

figure. The crosses indicate measurements taken at a higher microwave

power level with consequent reduction of the IF/ICu ratios because of satu-

ration of the F-center ESR. The linear rise of the flotation temperature

continued to much larger ~ doses than shown in Figure 14. ESR measure-

ments on portions of the Li(H, T) crystal kept at -196°C for a longer period

showed that the F-center concentration grew to approximately 9 x 1019/cc.

Low temperature X-ray diffractometer measurements on powdered

samples from the LiH crystal containing 5.56% LiT showed a 0.0020 + 0.0007 ~
19

average increase in lattice parameter after exposure to 6.7 x 10 fl/cc

during storage at -196° and -27°C. The corresponding lattice expansion is

0.147 + 0.06%. Flotation density measurements on samples from the same

single crystal gave a bulk expansion of O.101 + O.01% for the same exposure.

These results agree within the limits of error of the determinations, and

they are consistent with the interpretation that interstitial He3 atoms are

formed by T decay in LiH at temperatures up to -27°C (Appendix A). Ac-

cording to the more accurate flotation measurements, the expansion as soci -

ated with an interstitial He atom is about 12 ~ 3.

Negligible lattice expansion was found by A. L. Giorgi in LiH crystals

exposed to much larger doses at room temperature. This result is inter-

preted as indicating that interstitial are annihilated by mobile vacancies at

higher temperatures, and this effect is taken into account in the interpreta-

tion of most of the expansion measurements which were made at room tem-

perature or above. It is also possible that interstitial are destroyed in

samples whose

temperatures.

defect structure permits the aggregation of F centers at low
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3.7 Ionic Migration

.

The electrical conductivity of LiH and LiD single crystals was meas-

ured from room temperature to 650°C for both l~purel! crystals and several

crystals doped by the addition of Mg~. A portion of the results is plotted

on the graph in Figure 15 along with the results for oxide-containing LiH

published by K. Moers.
(57)

The results obtained for the Li halides by

Y. Haven(37) are also plotted on the same figure for comparison. It is

evident from the figure that the conductivityy of LiH is intermediate between

those of LiF and LiCL In this respect, LiH falls into a logical sequence

with the Li halides -- especially when anion size, mass, polarizability, and

lattice parameter are taken into consideration. Since the addition of 0=

impurity extends the region of intrinsic conductivityy to lower temperatures,
++

whereas the addition of Mg raises the total conductivityy and extends the

extrinsic conduction leg of the curve, the primary current carriers in LiH

are Li+ ions moving by a cation-vacancy mechanism.

The activation energy for migration of a cation vacancy can be ob-

tained from the extrinsic low temperature portion of the conductivityy curves,

particularly from those obtained with Mg*-doped samples. If the activation

energy is represented by the symbol U, and the energy required to form a

Schott& defect pair by the symbol W, the following equation represents the

.

,

.

.

electrical conductivity of

to 688”C:

. *e-U/kT +a

LiH and LiD in the temperature range from 200°

~e-(+W+U)/kT
(ohm-l/cm)

.
For the energy terms the conductivity data give: U = 0.53 + 0.05 ev,

(*W + U) = 1.72 + 0.06 ev, and therefore W = 2.4 + 0.2 e~, The ~re-

exponential factors are more complicated in interpretation, and the values
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for them are subject to relatively large errors.* For the intrinsic part of

the curve, B = 4 x 107 ohm-l/cm for LiH and B = 1 x 107 ohm-l/cm for

LiD. Since this term is dependent on the vibrational frequency of the lattice

around the vacancy, it is expected that B for LiH should be larger than B for

LiD and that both should have values which are larger than those obtained

for the pre-exponential factor for the Li halides, as observed. The pre-

exponential factor A should also be dependent on the concentration of im -

purities contributing vacancies to the conduction processes in the extrinsic

leg of the conductivity curve. Values of A from O.2 to 1 ohm-l/cm are ob -

tained; these are comparable to values often found for the alkali halides in

this region. It is further noted that a region of steeper slope occurs in the

conductivity curve for Mg-doped crystals in the region from 30” to 200”C.

This is attributed to either the reversible precipitation of MgH2 or to the
-H-

association of divalent Mg ions with cation vacancies in the lattice to form

divalent ion-vacancy complexes with an energy of formation Ec. For this

region the slope is represented by (Ec + U) = 0.75 + 0.05 ev, from which

Ec = 0.22 + 0.1 ev.

These results are valuable for consideration of diffusion or any other

process involving transport of charge through the crystal lattice. In com -

mon with the alkali halides, we expect that the cation is the predominant

diffusing species (diffusing by a cation-vacancy diffusion mechanism) and that

the diffusion equations will include the same exponential factors as those ob-

tained above. These measurements do not eliminate the possibility that un-

charged defect pairs may have relatively high mobility and thus be responsible

for the bulk of the diffusion in the crystals at low temperatures; but recent

experiments on Cl- diffusion in NaCl crystals (59)
indicate that the activation

*The pre-exponential factors would be written more accurately as A = Al/T
and B = B1/T, ’58) but the simpler description is adequate here.
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energy for the migration of vacancy pairs is somewhat larger than for the

migration of free anion vacancies.

An alternative mechanism has been proposed to account for the obser-

vation of enhanced anion diffusion in KC1 and NaCl crystals which have been

stressed by crushing.
(60)

Diffusion presumably occurs through dislocation

networks and subgrafn boundaries which offer a diffusion path requiring less

activation energy than the bulk of the crystal. The structure-sensitive nature

of anion diffusion compared to cation diffusion also examined in single crys-

tals and pressed pellets
(61)

can be explained because the cation diffusion

rate through the bulk crystal is usually much greater, and multivalent cation

impurities further enhance the rate of cation diffusion; therefore, the total

cation diffusion through defect networks must be comparatively larger to be

detected. A reduction in the activation energy for cation migration at com-

paratively low temperatures has been found in electrical conductivityy studies

on solution-grown single crystals of alkali halides, which did not possess

the usual knee in the conductivity curves until they were heated to approxi-

mately 500“C. This change has been related to observed changes in the dis-

location network after heating,
(62)

and it may also indicate that cation va-

cancies have a higher mobility in the defect network.

A modification of the technique of Morrison and his coworkers (60) has

been employed to study T diffusion from a crystal. A 1 cm cube cleaved

from a LiH single crystal containing 1.35% LiT was used as the sample,

and the T-evolution rate was determined by an ionization chamber in the

thermally pumped H2 gas cycle. Consistent results have been obtained only

for the 150” to 300”C temperature range from a single experiment. The

activation energy obtained for H- diffusion in LiH in this low temperature

range is 0,76 ev. This value is in agreement with activation energies for

electrical conduction below the knee for some ~~pure~lLiH crystals. It may
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be that both results are related to ionic transport through dislocation net-

works by a mechanism similar to that proposed for Cl- diffusion in crushed

NaC1.
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CHAPTER 4

INTERPRETATION

4.1 Comparison to Alkali Halides

From the results of the experiments discussed in the previous sections,

it is concluded that LiH can be treated as a member of the alkali halides

with respect to radiation damage and color-center formation. A model for

some of the relatively simple point defects is illustrated in Figure 16. Most

of the color centers represented in two dimensions in the figure are the de-

fects proposed by Seitz
(63)

as the centers responsible for the various ab-

sorption bands observed in the alkali halides. Larger scale defects involv-

ing dislocations or large colloidal aggregates are too complicated to be shoivn

in the figure.

Since Seitz ~s reviews, many experiments have been performed using

advanced techniques to verify or modify the color-center model. The model

for the F center, which was first proposed by de Boerj (64)
has been given

strong support by recent investigations using magnetic resonance (65) ad

’66’ 67) Further work with polarized light has not shown con-polarized light.

elusively whether the M band is caused by absorption by the M center (68)

or the R2 (F2) center of Figure 16. Similar uncertainty exists concerning

the R bands. The assignment of the 21 and 22 bands to the centers illus-

trated in the figure is probably incorrect from considerations of symmetry. (69)
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Nevertheless, the divalent alkaline-earth impurity ions must be associated

with the Z centers in some way. The results of a similar investigation of

the V centers have shown that the hole-trap (electron deficient) centers are

comparable in complexity to the electron-excess centers, but they are dis -

tinguished by a strong tendency to form molecular species. The VI center

has not been observed by magnetic resonance, and Ktinzig and Woodruff
(55)

gave evidence to support their proposal that the VI center consists of a

halogen molecule trapped at a halide-ion site. The Xi molecule ion has

been observed as a self-trapped hole,
(70)

and as a self-trapped hole associ-

ated with a cation vacancy which corresponds to the model that Seitz origi-

nally proposed for the VI center,
(71)

The X; molecule ion has also been

detected in a single X- lattice site, where it may be described as a trapped

interstitial X atom or as a hole trapped by a crowdion, and in this config-

uration it is responsible for optical absorption in the H band.
(72)

V-type

centers also include defects with paired electrons, such as X or interstitial
2

X- which may give rise to optical absorption only, as well as more com-

plicated species which have been analyzed by their magnetic-resonance

spectrum.

A comparable model for the important color centers in LiH has been

described in Section 3.6. The F center is the same as in the alkali halides

although the interactions of the F-center electron with the surrounding ions

will have to be investigated more fully to interpret the large decrease in

the F-band energy from the expected (Ivey) value.* The behavior of the M

band seems to be consistent with observations in the alkali halides, except

that both the M band and the Li-colloid band are shifted to lower energy in

LiH compared to LiF, with the result that the familiar sequence of

*See, for example, the article on electron-excess color centers in alkali
halides by Gourary and Adrian.
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electron-excess color centers given for KC1 is maintained in LiH. Diamag-

netic V centers which include the H2 molecule are the prominent hole cen-

ters in LiH. These include the H2 molecule trapped at a H--ion site, which

is analogous to Kanzig and Woodruff?s VI center, and the self-trapped double

hole or H2 molecule in a pair of adjacent H--ion vacancies. No evidence for

single hole centers, stable at - 193°C in LiH, has yet been found.

Mechanical effects are intimately related to the formation of color

centers. All of the color centers require the displacement of at least their

neighboring ions to some extent, and their presence will therefore induce

some strain into the crystal lattice. Interstitial atoms or ions repel neigh-

boring ions most strongly and will thus force an increase in the volume of

the unit cell of the crystal lattice that contains them. The self-trapped hole

(2$ ion occupying two adjacent anion sites) is like the divalent impurity ion

in that they both polarize the surrounding lattice in such a way as to effect

a small volume change, which is positive for the case of the hole. The vol-

ume of the vacancy traps represented by the F, V
1’

or M centers may also

be somewhat larger or smaller than the volume of the lattice ions that they

replace, because of some distortion of the surrounding lattice. If these cen-

ters are produced in a crystal, the bulk volume of the crystal will increase

without a correspondingly large increase in the unit cell volume as deter-

mined by X-ray diffraction. If any pair of simple electron and hole traps

(such as F and VI or H centers) are considered as the principal products of

the irradiation of an alkali halide crystal, it can be seen that lattice strains

and a net increase in the volume of the crystal must follow.

Any consideration of a mechanism for the formation of color centers

in the alkali halides must include consideration of the properties of the crys-

tal lattice with respect to the formation and diffusion of vacancies and other

auxiliary defects, as well as the initial interactions of the ions of the crystal

.

.

.

.

.
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with the energetic radiation employed. The primary interactions of the var-
(2-4) ~a~t

ious radiations with solids have been described in the T.IItreduction.

neutrons may produce their effects by first displacing atoms or ions of the

lattice, but X or y rays start by ionizing the material. Ultraviolet light, in the

region of the first exciton band of an alkali halide crystal, does not generally

seem to have enough energy to ionize the halide simultaneously and create

the necessary trapping defects, although under some circumstances it is ca-

pable of exciting the halide ions sufficiently to fill traps already present in

the crystal. Ionization, primary or secondary, is the process responsible

for most of the damage produced in the alkali halides studied under the ir-

radiation conditions and intensities normally employed. Displacement colli-

sions have also been observed, and they become important in crystals after

prolonged exposure to neutrons or heavy charged particles.

Since F centers are formed as a result of the irradiation of the alkali

halides, even at very low temperatures, the formation of the requisite num-

ber of negative ion vacancies at the rates observed is a very real problem

indeed. From the results of measurements of electrical conductivity and

self-diffusion in the salts, it is known that the nobilities of simple defects

are far too low to account for the observed expansion of the crystals by the”

simple diffusion of vacancies into the samples from the free surfaces. To

circumvent this difficulty, Seitz
(2, 63)

proposed that vacancies might be in-

troduced into the crystal at the required high rate by the motion of disloca-

tions through the crystal. It is assumed that these dislocations are propelled

through the crystal by radiation-induced stresses and that they are capable of

releasing vacancies from jogs in them as they move. ~in(75)
has shown that

the expansion of NaCl and KC1 follows shortly after the beginning of the ex-

posure to X rays, and the expansion parallels the increasing concentration of

F centers. It has been further shown that the initial rate of coloration of a
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sample can be enhanced by the introduction of free vacancies at low temper-

atures through the device of first using light absorbed in the F band to bleach

out F centers formed in a preliminary X irradiation and then reirradiating

the sample with X rays or with ultraviolet light.
(76)

As the irradiation of a

crystal is continued at constant flux of X or y rays, the free vacancies and

clusters which may act as ready sources of free vacanoies are used up.

The propagation of dislocations through the strained lattice is also impeded

until the ?easy 1! or !Irapid?! type
(77,78)a !lxmd?~ or !%1ow?’ type.

required to produce an F center

of coloration first observed is replaced by

The corresponding increases in the energy

are from 50 to 100 ev/center to about

1000 ev/center.
(2)

Physical hardening of the crystal seems to accompany

the MS1OW!’type of coloring, which may attain concentrations of F centers
19

of the order of 10 /cc or more, whereas the !’rapid?l coloration saturates
1?? /170\

at concentrations of about 10” F centers/cc. {‘ 0) The maximum concentra-

tion can easily occur in the case

saturation concentration can also

by the device of first introducing

(79)
of neutron-irradiated LiF. Very high

be reached with -y-irradiated NaCl or KC1

strains into the crystals, either by quench-

ing them from temperatures close to the melting point or by plastically de-

forming them prior to coloring.
(78)

Several measurements of bulk density

or volume changes
(75)

have been made which support Seitz ?s assumption that

one vacancy pair should be formed for each

that the lattice expansion of KC1 X-rayed at
(80)

pared to the observed volume increases.

the expansion of deuteron-bombarded LiF at

the contention that a vacancy pair is created per F center produced. (81)

The expansion of LiF, X-irradiated at -179°C, has been attributed to

the simultaneous formation of F centers and H centers
(82)

according to a

mechanism for low temperature coloration proposed by Varley. (83)
The

F center. It has also been shown

room temperature is small com-

Photoelastic measurements of

room temperature also support

.

.

.
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formation of H centers is roughly equivalent to the formation of the inter-

stitial atoms postulated in Varleyts mechanism. According to Varley, the

color centers are formed as follows: (1) Impinging radiation doubly ionizes

some of the anions to form unstable positive ions at anion sites. (2) The

unstable positive ion is quickly repelled by the charges of the neighboring

cations into an interstitial position in the lattice, where it regains one elec-

tron to become a neutral halogen atom. (3) The remaining anion vacancy

traps the other electron to become an F center. Compared to the mechanism

proposed by Seitz,
(63)

Varley?s mechanism depends on the less probable

event of double ionization as the first step, but it is free from dependence

on some mechanism for the transportation of vacancies to the damage sites.

For this reason Varley?s mechanism could be the predominant one for low

temperature coloration of the alkali halides, and Seitz ?s mechanism may be

followed at room temperature and above. A modification of Varley~s mech-

anism has been proposed by Klick
(84)

to circumvent the problem of the short

lifetime of a doubly ionized halide ion. The mechanism involves the rapid

production of an intermediate cor~plex with a halogen molecule in a pair of

anion vacancies, from which an anion vacancy dissociates because of charge

repulsion, and both defects then trap electrons to produce a pair of F and H

centers. We have obtained recent evidence which supports this mechanism

for the low temperature coloration of NaCl and which also indicates that the

C12 molecule may trap two electrons to produce a Frenkel defect.

We have observed the lattice expansion of NaCl powder which was ex-

posed to ~ radiation at -196° and -27°C in a mixture with 80 volume % LiH

powder containing 5.56% LiT. The NaCl increased 0.0061 + 0.0009 I in

lattice parameter for the average of three samples measured at -196°C. The

corresponding expansion is 0.33 + 0.05%. This result is too large to explain

by the formation of F and H centers alone, according to Klick ?s mechanism,
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because the energy requirement observed for F-center formation at low tem-

peratures is 1000 to 2000 ev/F center, and the NaCl powder is calculated to

have received an average dose of 4 x 1017P/cc (or 0.6% of the LiH dose)

for 0.01 cm particles homogeneously irradiated on the surface of the par-

ticles but inhomogeneously colored. The large expansion of the NaCl can be

explained if it is assumed that interstitial Cl- ions are produced at a net

yield corresponding to the low energy requirement of about 50 ev/F center

found in coloration experiments at room temperature and if the volume ex-

pansion per interstitial Cl- ion is about 60 ~3 (Appendix A). Because of the

relatively constant growth rates of F centers in alkali halides irradiated at

low temperatures,
(63,82)

it is probable that the interstitial Cl- ions are

formed primarily by a competing process instead of through the recombina-

tion of F and H (or V) centers. These observations may be explained if the

cross section for trapping both electrons by the C12 molecule, just after the

intermediate complex dissociates, is much larger than that for trapping one

of the electrons at the anion vacancy, even though the rough calculations of

Appendix A indicate that the anion vacancy is the deeper trap. The high

total yield of F centers and interstitial Cl- ions indicates that the initial step

involving the loss of two electrons from one Cl- ion, which was postulated

by Varley and accepted by Klick, may be a serious limitation for the mech-

anism. It is likely that the mechanism given by Klick could operate without

double ionization as the first step. A singly ionized Cl- ion (a Cl atom) may

have sufficient energy such that an intermediate Cl; molecule ion (self-trapped

hole) would be sufficiently excited to lose an electron to produce the C12-

vacancy intermediate complex proposed by Klick, and this complex and the

surrounding lattice may still have enough energy to promote the dissociation

of the anion vacancy from the complex before retrapping of the electrons

occurs at the product defects.

.

●

.
.
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The mechanism outlined above is consistent with observations of a-
(63)

center production in alkali halide crystal irradiated at low temperatures.

A new interpretation of these observations is possible because the anion

vacancies responsible for the a band are complementary defects to inter-

stitial anions in the Frenkel defects postulated above. Rtichardt~s(85) obser-

vations on the yield of a centers in KBr irradiated at temperatures down to

-269°C and of their subsequent annealing behavior can be explained in this

way. The increase in the yield of Frenkel defects at very low temperatures

compared to the yield of F and H centers may occur because the defects

tend to be produced close together under these conditions with a large in-

crease in the probability that the F-center

H center by an electron-tunneling process.

R&hardt !s annealing curves for a centers

fqr Stage I annealing of Frenkel defects in

electron may recombine with the

It is interesting to note that

in KBr resemble those obtained
~u (86)

.

4.2 Comparison to LiF

The comparison between radiation effects in LiH and the alkali halides

can be carried

damage studies

than have been

somewhat further for LiF. This is true because radiation-

on LiF have been extended to much higher effective doses

used on the other alkali halides by using pile neutrons to in-

duce the energetic Li6 (n, a)H3 reaction. The cross section for the Li6 fission

reaction is large, and the 2.1 Mev a particles and 2.7 Mev tritons produced

interact strongly with the ions of the crystal lattice to produce radiation

damage by ionization and displacement collisions. (2)

Lithium fluoride is also particularly suitable for comparison to the Li

hydrides because its crystallographic and physical properties are more simi-

lar to those of the hydrides than are those of the more ‘typical” alkali halides.

(Most of the experimental work on color centers has been done on NaCl, KC1,
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and KBr, and they were treated as !typicall! by Seitz. ‘63)) Paling has

considered the case of the Li halides and has discussed the effect of anion-

anion repulsion on the properties of the salts. This effect is a function of

the cation-anion radius ratio. In a more recent tabulation by Zachariasen,

presented in Reference 88, the radius of the Li+ ion was given as 0.68 ~

and that of the F- ion as 1.33 ~, from which the radius of the H- ion in

LiH is calculated to be 1.36 ~.

An account of the radiation effects on LiF, including the formation of

color centers, displaced atoms, defect aggregates, and separate phases and

including the effect of the presence of these defects on the volume, lattice

parameter, and mechanical properties of the crystal, can be obtained from

References 2, 41, 42, 79, 81, 82, and 89-93. A summary of much of the work

on neutron-irradiated LiF is contained in a paper by Gilman and Johnston. (93)

A brief summary of the results of the studies of radiation effects on LiF

follows:

(1) At relatively low doses, F and VI centers may be formed in con-
17

centrations up to 10 or 1018/cc at room temperature; at low temperatures

most of the data seem to indicate that F and H centers are formed. At

higher doses at room temperature, interstitial defects predominate. Color-

center concentrations quickly rise to 1018/cc for LiF exposed to about
~013 2

n/cm ; and the rate of formation of F centers, plus

centers, then decreases, until their concentration reaches
17saturation after exposure to 10 n/cm2 according to the

Heer.(79)

(2) Mechanical properties change significantly.

other magnetic

about 1020/cc with

results of Bate and

The bending yield

stress for single crystals increases sharply for exposures of 1014 2
n/cm .

The hardness increases more slowly up to 1016 2
n/cm , and then it rises

18rapidly to a limiting value of 240 kg/mm2 at 10 n/cm2. This hardness
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is about 2.5 times the initial hardness. Gilman and Johnston
(93)

have also

shown that the dislocation structure of room temperature irradiated LiF is

not significantly different from that of the unirradiated material. However,

the internal stress fluctuations in the irradiated material probably result in

a drag effect which reduces the velocity of dislocation motion for any given

applied stress. This increased drag causes the hardening and embrittlement

of the samples. Extreme embrittlement, a consequence of neutron exposures
18

greater than 10 n/cm2, leads to rupture or formation of extremely friable

samples. This effect is probably also related to the clustering of defects

and the formation of separate phases.
18

in crystals exposed to 2 x 10 n/cm2

{3) Volume and lattice expansion

Also, microcleavages are observed

or more.

of LiF, neutron irradiated at about

60”C, were shown to be equivalent by the work of Binder and Sturm. (91)

They also demonstrated that the expansion, is a linear function of dose from

10
14

to 1.5, x 10
15

n/cm2. Their work indicates that interstitial defects of

the Frenkel type account for at least 84% of the total volume expansion of

LiF at 6 x 10
16

n/cm2. Seitz and Koehler(2) showed that all of their dilata-

tional effects could reasonably be accounted for by a displacement mechanism

of radiation damage. Willis and Smallman
(92)

found that the X-ray lattice
17

parameter increases linearly with dose to about 10 n/cm2 at 55”C; it
17 2

reaches a maximum value after about 3 x 10 n/cm and decreases there-

after as shown in Figure 17. The equivalence of lattice and volume expansion

was demonstrated to a total expansion of O.3%, but the parallel seems to con-

tinue farther if the density measurements of samples irradiated at 80”C by

Spaepen(41) (92)are compared to the lattice measurements by Willis and Smallman.
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Both results indicate that the efficiency* of the neutrons for producing ex-
17

to 4 x 1017
2

pansion drops to a low value at doses from 10 n/cm , since

both the volume and the lattice parameter remain relatively constant in this

range. However, the volume expansion increases rapidly for doses between

4X1(I
17 18

and 1.2 x 10 n/cm2, whereas the lattice parameter decreases
18

steadily over the same dose range. For doses above 1.2 x 10 n/cm2 the

expansion rate again decreases, and Spaepen ~s results indicate that the ex-
18

pansion is limited to a 22 to 24% increase in volume for doses of 2 x 10
2

n/cm or more. Most of the experiments were carried out inside reactor

facilities at about 80”C. The only significantly different results that can be

attributed to the irradiation temperature were obtained at 185°C by Senio and

’42) Their results show a remarkble decrease in both the volumeTucker.

and lattice expansions for comparable doses at the elevated temperature,

which can probably be attributed to an annealing effect .~’*

*Bate and Heer(7g) state that the efficiency of the neutrons for the produc-
tion of magnetic centers starts at 15,000 per absorbed neutron at about
3 X 1013 n/cm2, drops to 5000 at 6 X 1014 n/cm2, then to 500 at 4 X 1016
n/cm2, and becomes essentially zero at 1017 n/cm2. These results are
not entirely inconsistent with an average yield of 1000 to 2000 interstitials
per neutron absorbed for 5 X 1016 n/cm2 according to Seitz and Koehler.(2)
The saturation of the production of magnetic centers at about 1017 n/cm2
agrees with the expansion observations cited in the text.

**From Seitz and Koehler ?s (2) calculations we may assume that about 103
particles are displaced interstitially along the short path of each primary
Li6 fission particle. It is probable that the first effect of raising the ir-
radiation temperature is to increase the rate of recombination of the
Frenkel defect pairs produced in relatively high concentration around the
tracks of the primary particles. Tritium p particles in the Li hydrides
probably produce less than 10 lasting displacements over a much longer
track by an ionization mechanism. Local defect concentrations are lower
and recombination does not predominate to reduce the initial rate of defect
formation for samples stored at elevated temperatures -- as Figures 3 and
4 show.
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(4) The absence of the H band and the presence of the M band in
13 2

room temperature irradiations of 10 n/cm indicates that there is some

aggregation of defects to form M centers and interstitial F molecules, even2
at low total doses. However, the formation of magnetic centers associated

with Frenkel defect pairs proceeds rapidly until the rate of production is re-

duced at about 10
17

n/cm2. The F centers appear to be separated by more

than six lattice units
(79)

and apparently do not interact much, even at the

saturation

increases

scattering

about 5 x

value of about 1020/cc; but continuing the irradiation after this

only the degree of aggregation of the centers. Small angle X-ray

indicates that significant aggregation of the interstitials begins at

1016
17 2

n/cm2 and becomes predominant at 2 x 10 n/cm . Distinct

10 to 20 1 cavities appear at 2 x 10
18

n/cm2. It is probable that the large
17 18 2

volume expansion observed by Spaepen between 4 x 10 and 1.2 x 10 n/cm

is related to the inclusion of the necessary number of vacancies into the

crystals to reduce the lattice strain and form the observed cavities. Aggre-

gation forms metallic Li and free F2 in the irradiated crystals. The F2 has

been observed by chemical means during dissolution of the crystals in

water.(42) Lambert and Guinier
(47,94)

observed the metallic Li as thin

platelets along the (100) cleavage planes by interpreting diffuse streaks in

the X-ray patterns of heavily irradiated samples.

(5) Annealing of irradiation damage in neutron-irradiated LiF occurs

in several stages and has been rather extensively studied. The color centers,

lattice strain, and increase in hardness all are removed by annealing the
17

samples for several hours at 400° or 500”C. For doses less than 2 x 10

n/cm2, almost all of the volume increase can be removed by annealing at

650”C.(41) Prolonged 450”C bleaching causes the more heavily irradiated

crystals to become first clear and then cloudy as the cavity sizes begin to

increase to microscopic dimensions. (42)
Microscopic cavities can be observed

.

.

.

.

.
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after annealing at temperatures above 600”C. These are observed to have
(42,92,93)

a rectangular cross section, and their dimensions continue to in-
(92) sug_crease with increasing annealing temperature. Willis and Smallman

gested that the bulk of the product He4 and T from the neutron-induced Li6

fission is contained in the square voids; but Gilman and Johnston
(93)

propose

that little gas can be contained in the cavities because the sides of large

cavities annealed for long times at 800”C do not bulge. They also give other

evidence to show that gas pressures inside the cavities are small to support

their contention that the cavities are basically an aggregation of the excess

vacancies in the crystal. Senio
(95)

showed that some gas was contained in

the cavities which he observed by the fact that their shape became spherical

after a 15 hr anneal at a temperature just below the melting point.

4.3 Model for Li Hydrides Containing LiT

In the introduction we presented lxvo very general equations to repre-

sent the decay and radiation-damage processes in the T-containing Li hydrides,

and we mentioned the value of performing various experiments to help to

understand the mechanisms by which these processes occur. In this section

we shall try to derive a model for radiation effects in LiH, using the results

summarized in Chapter

alkali halides and LiF.

The production of

3 along with comparisons to radiation effects

color centers in LiH is probably initiated by

in the

the

same mechanism that was outlined for the alkali halides at the end of Sec-

tion 4.1, but the products are different. ESR and X-ray measurements indi-

cate that the H2 molecule at an anion site in LiH is stable relative to the

trapping of electrons to form Hi molecule ions or interstitial H- ions. If

an anion vacancy is available to accommodate the second H- ion formed by

retrapping both electrons released in the first stage of the mechanism, the
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net effect of the process is to heat the crystal. Alternative mechanisms

can be described for the production of two F centers and a H molecule by2
which the molecule may be trapped in a single anion vacancy, an undissoci-

ated complex with a pair of anion vacancies, or an interstitial position. The

first two possibilities were described in Section 3.6 as a VI center and a

Vi-center anion-vacancy complex, but anion vacancies must be introduced

from an external source to form F centers by either of these mechanisms.

If either of these mechanisms is correct, it may be that the released elec-

trons remain in F t centers or other shallow traps until anion vacancies are

supplied by some mechanism., such as the one suggested by Seitz for the

formation of F centers in the alkali halides, There is no evidence for the

formation of interstitial H2 molecules in LiH except by analogy with inter-

stitial He atoms, which apparently have similar optical absorption character-

istics. Rough calculations indicate that energy is required to produce an

interstitial H2 molecule and an F center by displacing the H2 molecule from

a lattice site, but this process is not nearly as unfavorable as the production

of an interstitial H- ion in LiH. The difference in the coloration mechanisms

for LiH and the alkali halides at low temperatures may be reflected h the

comparatively higher energy requirement for the formation of F centers in

LiH. Although the mechanism for the production of F centers in LiH by

radiation damage cannot be given unambiguously, the identification of the

main centers produced by T decay in Li(H, T) samples with F centers and

interstitial He atoms has been made, and the production of these centers has

been correlated to the expansion of samples stored at low temperatures

shown in Figure 14.

Aggregation plays an important role in most of our samples which were

used for the expansion measurements, according to the results discussed in

Sections 3.5 and 3.6. Mechanisms producing species as complex as these

.

.

,

.
.
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aggregates are difficult to present, but a qualitative picture may be given by

equating the F-center aggregates to the fcc form of Li metal colloid and

then considering the phase transition which produces the bcc form of the Li

colloid. The aggregation of defects containing He and H2 in LiH is assumed

to be similar to that observed in other materials, with concentration of ag-

gregates at dislocations and impurities in the crystals. High local concen-

trations of lattice imperfections eventually lead to crysta].lite fracture and

the escape of radiation-damage and decay products from the crystal lattice.

The complicated effects of interactions between impurity aggregates and the

crystalline dislocation network defy detailed description, although logical ex-

planations can be made for some of the phenomena observed. Complications

are further increased by defect recombination and thermal annealing of the

damagecl crystals. No attempt is made to present a detailed mechanism on

an atomistic plane for the later stages in heavily damaged crystals, but some

correlations are indicated on the phenomenological level.

Because the radiation source is an integral part of the T-containing Li

hydrides, we have been able to accumulate much data on samples homogene-

ously irradiated under conditions of known (and arbitrarily adjustable) tem-

perature and dose rate. It takes 6.45 days for the tritium ~ decay in LiH

containing 40 mole % LiT to accumulate a dose of 2.6 x 109 roentgens, which

is approximately equivalent to that produced by a slow neutron exposure of

10
17

n/cm2 in LiF samples of the dimensions used by several investiga-
tors (41,42)

During the same time 2.8 x 10
19

● He3 atoms/cc are formed as

impurities in the hydride, compared to concentrations of 2.23 x 1016/cc of

He and T by Li6 fissions in LiF. These figures help to illustrate the com-

parative magnitude of the radiation doses experienced by some of our samples.

For example, on this basis a 1400-day-old LiH sample containing 40 mole %

LiT has experienced the equivalent of a neutron dose amounting to
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2 x 101’ n/cm2; also, more than 500 times the concentration of the impurity

atoms formed in the LiF are present in the hydride sample. The expansion

results indicate that this rough basis for comparison is approximately right.

We have made a comparison of the effectiveness of various types of

radiation for producing color centers in LiH at low temperatures. F-center

production in LiH crystals exposed to X rays, tritium P particles, and ther-

mal neutrons is illustrated in Figure 18. These comprise most of the major

classes of radiation: photons, electrons, and heavy charged particles from

the neutron-induced fission of Li6. The dose rates used increase in the order

given, and all curves in the figure are plotted to the same absorbed energy

scale. Since decay also produces F centers in LiH containing LiT, the effect

of radiation damage by ~ particles was approximated by subtracting the yield

of F centers by decay from the total yield (both indicated by dashed curves)

to obtain the solid curve P(I). The initial part of the X-ray-yield curve

seems as steep as curve @(I), but the yield in the second stage is lower.

This could indicate a dependence on dose rate as well as on radiation type.

The dashed curve shows that the saturation value for LiH X-rayed at 23°C

(296”K) is also lower than the f?(l) saturation level, but this may be a result

of an increased recombination rate at the higher temperature in addition to

the factors already given. The dose rates for neutron and &particle irradi-

ations nearly overlap at the limits used, yet the net yield for neutrons re-

mains lower than for P particles over the entire range of exposures. This

result probably indicates more recombination along the comparatively dense

tracks of the heavy charged particles in the neutron-irradiated crystals.

Since the F-center yield in LiF crystals is apparently somewhat higher than

in LiH crystals exposed to neutrons, the comparison between neutron-irradiated

LiF and LiH containing LiT is probably better than Figure 18 would indicate.

The regular growth of the F-center concentration in LiH crystals containing

.

.

.
.

.
.
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Fig. 18 F-center formation in LiH exposed to X rays, neutrons, and p par-
ticles at low temperatures. The solid curves illustrate the F-center
growth at about -193°C (80”K) in samples absorbing 5.6 x 1018 ev/cc
hr from X rays, (0.18 to 4.6) 1021 ev/cc hr from neutrons, and
(0.29 to 1.18) 1020 ev/cc hr from tritium Q particles. The dashed
curve illustrates the saturation observed for X irradiation at room
temperature. The upper dashed curve shows the total F-center
growth in LiH containing LiT, and the dashed straight line, ~(~),
indicates F-center formation by ~ decay. The weak dotted line
shows the F-center yield in a Mg-doped LiH crystal exposed to
neutrons for comparison.
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LiT is associated with steady expansion (Figure 14) which, because of the

contribution of decay products, does not exhibit a saturation-induced step
(41)

indicated for neutron-irradiation LiF.

4.3.1 ~ Radiation Production of Point Defects

This discus sion of radiation-damage processes follows the sequence of

steps in the order of their relative importance in time starting at the lowest

storage temperature. Some experimental evidence to support the proposed

mechanism is included in the discussion of the various steps, and other re-

sults which support the consistency of the mechanism with the available data

are presented in the last section.

Consistent with the plan., we begin by writing a mechanism for the

radiation production of color centers which is drawn from the optical and

ESR absorption studies on crystals irradiated at temperatures from -193°

to -73°c.

P(Z3=J )
2LiH(c) ~ 2QC) ‘ +cl(c, ‘ +(c)+2EI(C) (1)

.

.

.

.

H(C?This reaction permits easy bleaching of the F centers ( e by recombi-

$
nation with the self-trapped double hole H at low temperatures, al-

2 (c)
though the vacancy pairs ~

(c)
(which may have been introduced from dis-

location sources as postulated by Seitz) presumably remain after bleaching

the color centers.

Alternatively, radiation may produce interstitial H2 molecules in LiH

instead of the complex postulated in Equation 1.
.

2LiH(c)A m(c)+m(c)+@ (if)
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The lattice parameter measurements

and 1I for low temperature radiation

molecule is more mobile than lattice

do not distinguish between Equations 1

damage to LiH. If the interstitial

vacancies at low temperatures, it may

also explain the easy optical bleaching of a fraction of the centers produced

at low temperatures which caused us to postulate the formation of the V, -

center-vacancy complex of Equation 1.

A third mechanism allows for the production of more stable V

first by dissociating the complex in the manner described in Section

form V, centers in LiH, and second by allowing vacancy diffusion to

1.

P (m)

2LiH(c) ~ $i!l(c)+El(c) +

J.

a charge stabilized V, -cente r-cation-vacancy complex
(m)

H2 i-
(c) ●

qc) cl(c).
U

ml (c)

.L

centers,

4.1 to

produce

(1”)

The mechanism represented by Equation 1“ can also be considered to be the

net result of the migration of vacancies under thermal activation upon the

products of Equations 1 and 1~. The second step for Equation 1 is the re-

lease of a vacancy pair to the crystal lattice, and for Equation 1? it is the

combination of the interstitial with mobile vacancies in the crystal to form

the products of Equation 1?!. Radiation damage by Equation 1Mwould be con-
,

sistent with an increase in F-center yield at higher temperatures because:

(1) the total expansion is less than for Equation 1 and the lattice distortion

is less than for Equation 1?, and (2) the neutral complex produced has no

coulomb attraction for electrons and should be comparatively stable toward

bleaching.

The growth of F centers produced by radiation damage near -193°C is
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shown in curve ~(I) of Figure 18, and the recombination of the radiation

damage products is illustrated by the curve in the lower left-hand corner of

Figure 14. From Figure 14 it is evident that the expansion associated with

radiation damage to LiH was not detected by the flotation density measure-

ments, but that the larger effect due to LiT decay was observed. The re-

ported failure to detect H2 by NMR measurements on a sample containing

40% LiT which had been stored for a long time at -7°C (Section 3.4) is con-

sistent with this interpretation drawn from Figure 14. For practical pur-

poses, radiation damage may be neglected in interpreting expansion results

for samples stored in the temperature range from -196° to -7°C. However,

because of other processes which effectively stabilize radiation-damage prod-

ucts toward recombination, radiation damage cannot be ignored in the inter-

pretation of expansion observations obtained at 23°C or at higher tempera-

tures. At these

are so high that

be considered.

temperatures the ionic nobilities

only the net reaction represented

in the LiH crystal lattice

by Equation 11’ needs to

4.3,2 ~ Decay Products

The production of F

predominant cause for the

centers by the irreversible ~ decay of LiT is the

expansion illustrated in Figure 14. Measurements

of lattice parameter and flotation temperature on samples from the LiH crys-

tal containing 5.56 % LiT have demonstrated that interstitial He3 atoms are

formed at -196” and -27”C, and that the corresponding crystal expansion is

about 12 ~3/@ decay. This result is in satisfactory agreement with a rough

calculation of the expansion associated with the formation of an interstitial

He atom which is presented in Appendix A.

‘iT(c) ‘Ql(c) + ❑(c) ‘@i) (2)

.

.

.

.
.

.
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Although the mechanism of Equation 2 is directly related to the F-center

growth and volume expansion illustrated in Figure 14, most of our expansion

measurements have been made near room temperature under such conditions

that the aggregation of F centers and the combination

with mobile vacancies is expected.

(~)r--m~n

of interstitial He atoms

n

‘iT(c) ~ Ikl(c)+ Id(c)+ IE!+c)+kl(c)
(2!)

The net reaction expressed by Equation 21 is comparable to that repre-

sented by Equation 11f with the important difference that twice the lattice ex-

pansion per F center according to Equation 1?’ is indicated for those F cen-

ters produced by decay according to Equation 21. This is the equivalent of

saying that a He atom takes the place of a H2 molecule in the Vi-type cen-

ters formed. Justification of the use of Equation 21 to interpret much of

the expansion data is indicated by X-ray measurements which show no sig-

nificant lattice expansion for samples containing 40 YO LiT after storage for

100 days at 23”C. A further justification of the use of Equation 2t is indi-

cated by an expansion rate which corresponds to one vacancy pair per f? de-

cay in samples stored at -196°C and measured at about 40”C.

4.3.3 Aggregation of Point Defects

Measurements on LiH crystals containing 1.35% LiT have shown that

the saturation concentration of free F centers may be low and that the ESR

band typical of aggregates may begin to appear at F-center concentrations
18of about 1018/cc even at -193”C. Since 3.7 x 10 F centers/cc would be

produced in LiH containing 40% LiT in 1 day by decay alone, it is evident
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.

that aggregate production should be considered in the interpretation of most

of our expansion results. Consistent with ESR results and with the X-ray

detection of a fcc Li phase in neutron-irradiated LiF,
(47,94)

we propose that

F-center aggregation first occurs without additional expansion.
o

i:1

H-i
.+

•1
e- L1

m ‘i+ (c) ❑ ---
+ ‘e (c)~ Li+ e-

—----(h)

(3)

The size ranges from m = 2 (an F ~ center) to larger values, which become

equivalent to compressed fcc Li metal.
(46)

The fcc metal phase is calcu-

lated to be under 17 to 30% compression, which may account for the varia-

tion in width of the Lorentzian-shaped ESR band observed in both LiH and

LiF.* Consistent with X-ray observations of Li in LiF and with metallic

decoration experiments on the alkali halides,
(96)

we expect Li aggregates in

LiH to form on dislocation networks. Direct microscopic observation of Li

.

.

decoration in LiH crystals containing LiT has not been made because of the

dense coloration of these samples, but an example of impurity precipitation

in LiH is given in Appendix B. The forces which tend to preserve the fcc

lattice type and lattice parameter of the LiH host crystal in the sheetlike Li

aggregates may be compared to those which produce abnormal phases in

certain thin films formed on substrates of a different material.
(97)

the

The energy of the damaged

defects containing He and H2

crystal is also reduced by

by a similar mechanism

aggregation of

.

*Estimates based on the compressibility of bcc Li metal indicate that a
force of about 200 kg/mm2 would be needed to maintain a 17% com ression.

;It is interesting to note that harnesses of the order of 250 k /mm are
7induced in both LiH -1-40% LiT and in neutron-irradiated LiF. 93)
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1 1, ~ :

H
..-

UI m + He
nH +

2 (c) ‘m He+ (c)~
---

‘2 +
‘“(m -1-n)

where in Equation 4 no net volume change is associated with the formation

of small aggregates containing He and H2 gas (also abbreviated as He and
@

‘(g))”
Some reduction in volume may occur on aggregation if the cation

vacancies are occupied by a fraction of the He or H2 impurities, thus free-

ing some vacancy pairs to the crystal lattice. This assumption is needed to

,

.

.

explain the relative values of the initial expansion rates

on the lattice vacancy model.

Calculated expansion rates for ~ containing 40%

at -196° and -22°C

LiT can be obtained

from the mechanisms illustrated by Equations 1“ to 4 and compared to the

observed initial expansion rates shown in Figure 19. By equating the vol-

ume of a vacancy pair (~ ) to 17 L3, the volume of an ion pair in a LiH
18

crystal, and multiplying this by the T decay rate of 3.69 X 10 disintegra-

tions/cc day, the calculated volume expansion rate associated with Equation

2’ is found to be 0.0062%/day. Comparable estimates could be made for

Equation 1” if the radiation damage per decay were known; but the calcula-

tion can be turned around to estimate the radiation-damage yield from the

experimental expansion rates since insufficient independent data on radiation-

damage yields are available. The initial expansion rate observed (actually

for the first 100 days) at -196°C was 0.0067%/day (Figure 19), which is con-

sistent with the calculated value and other measurements which indicate that

Equation 1~’ is indeed reversible and that the radiation~amage contribution

to the expansion of samples stored at low temperature is negligible.

The lower initial expansion rate of O.0044 %/day found in samples stored

at -22°C (Figure 19) is hard to explain on the vacancy model unless one
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assumes the use of cation vacancies to store some fraction of the gaseous

impurities in the aggregates as indicated previously. This result also agrees

with the expansion observed in samples measured at low temperatures for

which direct evidence for the formation of interstitial He atoms was obtained.

Nevertheless, it is assumed that the interstitial He atoms were eliminated

during storage for several hours at room temperature in these samples as

well as

sample

plained

stroyed

in others. The low expansion rate of 0.0028%/~Y found for the -7°C

ju9t after cooling to -7°C from previous storage at 23°C can be ex-

if it is assumed that H2 formed at the higher temperature was de-

by recombination and that the vacancies thus released to the crystal

were used again for decay products.

H it is assumed that an expansion rate of 0.0044%/day is required to

accommodate the decay products by Equations 2 ! and 3 and some volume

reduction in Equation 4 and that this rate will also fulfill the requirements

of Equations 1!’, 3, and 4, for radiation damage at higher temperatures, a

simple formula for radiation-damage yield can be written:

20[() - 0“0044]
y.

0.0044

in terms of ~(0), the initial observed expansion rate.* Since y gives H2 pro-

duction according to Equation 1~’, the yield of F centers (in aggregate or fcc

*The actual precision of the determination of the initial expansion rate at
-22°C was rather poor, 0.0044 + 0.0015%/day, but other evidence for selec-
ting this value to insert in the formula includes: (1) It is 0.0018%/day be-
low the long-term average expansion rate at -22° and -7”C, which difference
agrees with the expansion related to Li phase transformation in Section
4.3.4. (2) Since it is consistent with the -7°C expansion and since radiation
damage contributes significantly to expansion measurements made at higher
temperatures, this value probably is the best available estimate for the net
expansion related to decay (Equations 2f through 4) for the analysis of the
data obtained at higher temperatures. ~
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Li) iS 2y, By the application of the formula for radiation-damage yield to

initial expansion rates of samples studied in ‘the -22” to 50W temperature

range, the following values of y are obtained:

y(-22’W) = O, y(-7”C) = O, y(23”C) = 2, y(50°C) = 19

The increase in y with temperature is consistent with expectations from

color-center studies. The formula for y has only been applied to those ex-

pansion data that show a steady expansion rate before the increase in rate,

which (in the case of -196° and 23°C measurements) has been demonstrated

to correspond to the production of bcc Li metal.

When the F-center aggregates produced by Equation 3 become suffi-

ciently large, they can become nuclei for the precipitation of the usual bcc-

form of Li metal at temperatures above boiling N2 (-196”C). Regardless of

whether the mechanism involves the dissolution of F-center aggregates to

re-form larger Li particles of the bcc form or only a simple martensitic

transformation of fcc F-center aggregate to bcc Li metal is involved, the

process requires expansion because the molar volume of bcc Li metal is

about 28% greater than that of the LiH crystal in which it is formed. If,

as before, we assume that this extra volume is introduced by the diffusion

of vacancy pairs into the host crystal, the process of precipitation (or trans-

formation) can be written:

,::
1, I

Ele Li ‘---.. + 0.28m~ ~ mLi(s, bee) (5)
Li e- (c)

--- (m)

Evidence for the forward reaction was obtained on comparable samples

.

.

.

.

.

.
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stored at -196°C for over 100 days before
.

.

m

.
.

.

.

pans ion measurements which demonstrated

warming them for ESR or

that the bcc Li metal was

ex-

formed

with accompanying expansion of the samples in about 1 hr at room temper-

ature. A reversal of Equation 5 occurred in a sample stored at -196°C for

several months after bcc Li had been aIlowed to form at room temperature.

It is not necessarily assumed that the martensitic transformation to fcc Li

occurred with the large volume contraction indicated by the reverse of

Equation 5, but an ESR band similar to that found before the transformation

to bcc Li was produced.

Although bcc Li metal

although ESR and expansion

samples containing 40% LiT

is not formed at -196°C in the samples, and

data both indicate that little is formed in LiH

for the first 100 days, nucleation and a rapid

transformation to produce bcc H then occurs in all samples measured at

room temperature. An extension of the vacancy model to include steps 21

through 5 leads to a calculated increase h the expansion rate of 0.0018 %/daY

to give a total of 0.0080 %/daY. This value agrees quite well with the ob-

served value of O.0082 %/day (Figure 19) obta~ed from later exp~ion meas-

urements on samples stored at -196°C. Later expansion measurements on

samples stored at -22° and -7°C are consistent with a 0.0062%/day expansion

rate, which is also 0.0018%/day higher t- the initial -22*C rate. This re-

sult is also in agreement with Equation 5 if the reasoning used previously

is applied to explain the low initial -22°C expansion rate.

The ESR and expansion measurements on samples stored at 23V are

also consistent with the interpretation that the strong maximum in the 23*C

expansion rate, illustrated in Figure 19, is also associated with the trans-

formation of fcc Li (F-center aggregates) to bcc Li metal according to Equa-

tion 5. The association between the expansion data and the ESR observations

of the formation of bcc Li metal are discussed in the final section, along
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with detailed descriptions of the model adopted and some possible alternatives.

In summary, it was found that a (vacancy) diffusion-controlled Li metal trans-

formation following Equation 5 could account for both the qualitative features

of the 23°C expansion-rate curve (Figure 19) and the quantitative 23°C ex-

pansion (Figure 5), assuming the radiation-damage yield previously found

from the initial 23°C expansion rate (y = 2). The model explains the total

expansion rather well through the maximum rate at 300 days and up to about

500 days. The total expansion observed after 500 days is too large to be

accounted for by an expansion at the initial rate plus that required to form

the bcc Li detected (Equation 5). The discrepancy can be explained by as-

suming either that H2 and He gas aggregates require more volume per de-

fect than indicated by Equation 4 in more heavily damaged crystals, or that

y has increased slightly above the initial value (y = 2) during the period of

rapid expansion and some recombination has occurred.* After 700 days

storage at 23°C, the expansion rate drops below the O.022%/day rate calcu-

lated for steady damage at the initial rate plus formation of bcc Li metal

(Equation 5); other processes (recombination is assumed to be the first) are

required to explain the continued drop in the 23°C expansion rate below this

value.

The features of the 50”C expansion rate curve shown in Figure 20 are

similar to those of the 23°C curve (although on a different scale) and a

similar explanation is assumed. Compared to the 23°C interpretation it is

.
*That y increases during rapid expansion is indicated by the application of
the modified yield formula to the maximum average expansion rate at 23°C
which gives y = 2.5 after about 500 days. Although this increase in y is
scarcely beyond the accuracy expected of the model, an increasing yield
may be explained if accelerated Li precipitation according to Equation 5 is
accompanied by a reduction in the average concentrations of the intermedi-
ates with a consequent increase in the fraction of H2 molecules aggregating
according to Equation 4.
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found that recombination is important sfter storage at 50°C for 76 days.

The 75° and 125°C expansion rate data of Figure 20 show that the

initial rates are the maximum rates observed, and the subsequent reduction

is attributed to the recombination of radiation-damage products, which is

considered in the following section. Since no significant buildup of the con-

centration of F-center aggregates (fcc Li) occurred before the maximum ex-

pansion rate is observed, an estimate of the radiation-damage yield was ob-

tained by letting y = (fi - 0.0062)/0.0080. This expression is similar to that

previously used, but it includes the expansion for bcc Li metal formation ac-

cording to Equation 5. The values found from the initial expansion rates

are: y(75”C) = 44 and y(125°C) = 150. The maximum (125”C) yield corres-

ponds to an energy requirement per LiH dissociation which approaches that

generally given for ion-pair production by energetic radiation (20 to 30 ev/ion

pair).

4.3.5 Recombination and Cavitation

The temperature dependence of the initial and maximum expansion

rates observed for LiH samples containing 40% LiT is illustrated in Figure

21. The rate obtained at 125”C, corresponding to y - 150, is a maximum

of the curve of log fi vs l/T. The expansion of the samples is a conse-

quence of: (1) a fixed decay rate and subsequent changes in the state of ag-

gregation of the decay products, and (2) a variable net radiation-damage yield

for each storage temperature with reasonably constant steady-state concen-

trations of products of intermediate stability which produce the more stable

products by Equations 1” through 5. Since the high yield for the net

reaction at 125°C of about 300 ion pairs per tritium ~ particle is comparable

to the maximum production of ion pairs expected from the first step of the

radiation-damage process, the net yield should not be increased by raising

.

.

.

.
.

.
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the temperature above 125°C. Raising the temperature further should in-

crease the rate of all reactions except the radiation-limited forward reac-

tion, Equation 1”, with the result that the net reverse reaction ending with

recombination of the products of Equation 111is enhanced and the net radia-

tion-damage yield is lowered.

Thermal bleaching studies in color-center experiments have shown that

these unstable defects are removed more rapidly as the crystal lattice is

restored to (thermodynamic) equilibrium at elevated temperatures. The

steady-state concentrations of intermediates (including color centers) may

even rise because of the increasing radiation-damage yield in the range from

-7” to 125”C, but above this temperature they must fall for the reasons given

above. This observation is confirmed by the bleaching of samples heat-

treated at 400°C. The fact that expansion observations follow the tempera-

ture dependence postulated for net radiation-damage yield may be explained

if it is assumed that a steady-state concentration of vacancies (and vacancy

pairs) is established and that these are utilized in the forward reactions

(Equations 1” through 5) and produced by the reverse reactions.

Recombination as described above is presumably responsible for the

reduction in the initial expansion rates observed above 125°C. It is also

important in determining the concentration of metastable intermediates (color

centers and aggregates) and, through this, has an influence on the net radia-

tion-damage yields at temperatures below 125%2. At the lowest temperatures

studied, direct recombination affects the essentially complete reversal of

Equation 1, 1~, or 1f! within 2 days. Another form of recombination is re-

quired to explain the decrease in expansion rate observed after longer stor-

age time at 23Y! or above; namely, the recombination of separated H
()

z H2
(g)

and Li metal [Li(s, bee)] phases within the samples. Since the reaction oc-

curs (by a direct or an indirect process) between separated aggregate phases

-92-
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within the LiH parent crystal, the result of the recombination will leave a

volume equivalent to 1.57 vacancy pairs (designated 1.57 ~ (g)) at the site

of the recombining aggregates. We have called this process cavitation, and

it is probable that the gas-free rectangular-sided cavities observed by Gil-

man and Johnston
(93)

in neutron-irradiated and annealed LiF were formed

by a similar process. Using the abbreviated notation for aggregates intro-

duced above, an equation may be written to describe this recombination and

cavitation process.

2Li(s, bee) + H2 ~
2UH(C)

+ 1.57 ❑=J
(!3)

(6)

(g)

Since dissociation of LiH is negligible under the experimental conditions,

the recombination reaction is not indicated as reversible. The vacancy vol-

ume within the cavities is not readily available to accommodate fresh radia-

tion-damage or decay products, as would be true of vacancies left by the

reverse of Equation 5 through 1?t; but another equilibrium exists between the

cavities, the dissolved latticevacancies, and the free surface of the crystal-

line

The

to a

samples.

El ~g)~ (IEI ,A, ~
(Free Surface)

(7)

disappearance

contraction of

of vacancies at a free surface of a crystal corresponds

the sample and an effective reversal of the mechanism

which intreduced the vacancies during the radiation-damage process. The

driving force for the removal of cavities from the crystal is presumably

the excess surface energy required by their presence. Under these condi-

tions it may be possible for a relatively small pressure of residual He gas
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to maintain the cavity volume in a crystal.

The best mechanism to explain the reduction in expansion rate and net

radiation-damage yield from a maximum value as observed in all samples

stored at temperatures from 23” to 300”C is probably slightly different from

that discussed above. According to our previous discussion, we might ex-

pect that diffusing F centers or Li atoms would recombine with H2 in cavi-

ties (which may also contain He atoms) to leave cavities containing He at a

reduced pressure without much net reduction in cavi~ volume.* On the

other hand, H2 molecules diffusing to a Li particle or F-center aggregate

leave a vacant volume which can be directly used for the transformation of

accumulating Li atoms to bcc Li metal. The increasing ratio of Li metal

particles to gas cavities (because Li is the product of both radiation damage

and decay) increases the probability that a H2 molecule should meet a Li

particle in its path and thus lead to a decrease in net radiation-damage yield

and expansion rate.

The expansion rate data (Figure 20) indicate that recombination reduces

the initial maximum rate after about 2 days at 200”C, 2-1/2 days at 250°C,

4 days at 125”C,

recombination to

dicates that both

and 5 days at 300”c. The shift of the initiation of rapid

200”C from the 125”C temperature for maximum yield in-

temperature and concentration of radiation-damage products

influence the rate of recombination as expected. The 75°C sample indicates

uncertain initiation of recombination between 2 and 50 days but, unfortunately,

the early thermal history of this sample was irregular. In the discussion of

the effect of the Li metal transformation on the expansion rate, it was shown

that recombination must be considered to account for the reduction in ex-

pansion rate observed after 76 days of storage at 50”C and after 700 days of

*Evidence for this is the reduction of H2/He ratio in gas obtained after an-
nealing samples used in grinding experiments by T. Newton.

.

.

.
.

.

.
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storage at 23”C. Continued observation of the 23°C sample beyond 2000 days

showed a rate comparable to the lowest initially observed at -22°C. The

net yield of radiation-damage must be zero, with effective reuse of vacancies

in this aged sample. The results for the 300”C sample given in Figure 20

indicate that the initial yield of y(300°C) = 20 drops to less than one-half

this value, and it is probable that most of the H2 produced recombines and

is replaced by He in the cavities during the period of low expansion rate

from 30 to 90 days.

The most striking example of expansion by cavitatj.on is provided

the samples stored at 400”C. The thermally induced recombination of

by

radiation-damage products which is nearly complete at 300”C must be es-

sentially complete at 400”C as verified by the bleached appearance of the

samples. In passing from 300° to 400”C the material is transformed from

a brittle substance into one which undergoes plastic flow at usual strain

rates. Then to explain the observation of a very high expansion rate, we

postulate that vacancy transport into the crystal (presumably by a disloca-

tion mechanism) is rapid compared to the defect bleaching process. The

excess vacancies then aggregate

for reuse to accommodate other

net effect of this aggregation is

to form cavities which are less accessible

metastable radiation-damage products. The

an increase in vacancy production, as the

concentration of dissolved vacancies is reduced by the equivalent of a nu-

cleation-precipitation process. The subsequent decrease in expansion rate

observed after 20 days (and 20% expansion) is explained by postulating that

the cavity surfaces are so large that the cavities compete with the free sur-

faces of the crystal as sources of vacancies. The proposed mechanism is

like the reverse of Equation 7.

(8)
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From Equation 8 alone it might be expected that a steady state might be

found after the cavity surfaces become so large that they yield vacancies to

the crystal as fast as they collect them. The expansion of the crystals con-

tinues at a low rate after 200 days or so (80% expansion) because the build-

up of decay products increases the He pressure in the cavities. The in-

creased rate of expansion after 250 days may indicate hydrostatic equilibrium

between He gas pressure and the confining cavities with subsequent increases

in average cavity volume.

4.3.6 Escape of hnpurities

Another mechanism which produces a reduction in the net yield of

radiation-damage products contained by the crystals and in the expansion

rate of the samples is the escape of impurities from the samples. The ex-

perimental evidence for such processes is given by the He and H2 outgassing

measurements and by the observation of the extrusion of some Li metal from

grain boundaries at the surface of some of the samples.

The simplest form of “impurity” escape is represented by Equation 7,

in which vacancies diffuse to free surfaces of the crystalline grains of the

sample and thus escape. Since the stresses which induce expansion pre-

sumably tend to compress the grains of the sample together, the disappear-

ance of a layer of vacancies at a free surface of a grain can occur by the

displacement of the grains toward each other. In the case of gaseous im-

purities, H2 and He, the pressure produced by their accumulation at cavities

concentrated at grain boundaries may prevent a compressive displacement

of the grains. To actually l’escape~’ from the sample,

must reach the sample surface by direct diffusion,by

through fissures developed at the grain boundaries, or

through microfissures developed by the aggregation of

the H2 and He gasses

gaseous diffusion

by gaseous diffusion

cavities along the

.

.

.

.
.

. I

.
*

,
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subgrain boundaries of the crystalline grains.

Because of its metallic nature, little of the Li produced actually ~!escapes ~’

through the boundary represented by the original sample surfaces by direct

diffusion through the surfaces or by extrusion from the grain boundaries.

Most of the Li which diffuses to the grain boundaries or forms large par-

ticles observed at microcracks within the crystalline grains of the samples

probably remains there as large particles or sheets, which may help to

maintain the entity of some aged samples by effectively cementing the grains

together.

(Grain Boundaries, Fissures,
Li(s, bee) ~

)
~ (Li in Free Volume) (9?)

or Diffusion Intermediates

The extent of loss of Li by Equation 9t is evidently less than the loss of

He by Equation 9, and the latter estimate is more easily obtained from out-

gassing data.

From the He outgassing data it is found that less than O.1% of the He

produced by decay (Equation 2?) is released before the maximum expansion

rates are attained at 23°C (or 5O“C), but after this the He-outgassing rate

increases about 100-fold with 2 to 5% of the He released within 100 days

after the maximum rate has been reached. These observations are coinci-

dent with the onset of cracking connected with the friable nature of the sam-

ples and with the increased scatter of measurement of Li metal ESR. Thus,

the effects of impurity escape and recombination combine to reduce the 23°C

growth rate below the value expected on a steady radiation-damage plus bcc

Li metal-formation model discussed in Section 4.3.4.

The irregular increase in He-outgassing rate with increasing storage
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time at 23° to 75°C indicates a continuing breakup of the crystal grains with

gas released through the new fissures either directly or by diffusion through

the enhanced crystal surface area of the samples. Following these continu-

ing crystallite breakups, the He-evolution rates may increase another order

of magnitude until as much as 10 or 15% or as little as 2% of the total He

may be released in 800 days.

At the other extremes of temperature, more regular outgassing pre-

vails. The low temperature samples (-7° and -22”C) have not fractured,

and only O.04% of the He contained in the sample stored at -7°C had escaped

within 800 days. Although one expects that the He escape from samples

stored at 300° and 400”C occurs by a more regular diffusion-controlled

process than at the intermediate temperatures, the net path for crystalline

diffusion is reduced by expanding the samples to a lower density. An in-

crease in

petted on

rates are

The

outgassing rate approximately paralleling expansion might be ex-

this basis, and such increases in the 300° and 400”c outgassing

roughly observed.

H2 outgassing rates are affected by LiOH decomposition and by

H2 reaction with Li as the He-H2 mixture passes over Li particles during

the escape of gasses through fissures and grain boundaries. The changes

in H2/He ratio in the evolved gasses qualitatively reflect the changes in net

radiation-damage yield with the age of different samples, but this ratio is

not a reliable index of the magnitude of the yield itself. One reason for this

is that most of the gas comes from fissures in which the H2 has been sub-

jected to recombination according to Equation 6.

It does not seem possible to draw quantitative conclusions regarding

the effects of impurity escape, or specifically of He outgassing, on the net

expansion of aged samples. The extent of the observed outgassing losses

do

in

seem large enough to account for the magnitude of some of the fluctuations

expansion rate observed for old samples.
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4.3.7 Aged Samples

.

.

The concept that recombination cancels radiation damage in old sam-

ples and that a regular correlation exists between the state of stored decay

products and the storage temperature was stimulated by the observation that

a straight line could be drawn through 1000-day-average expansion rates as

a function of temperature (Figure 21). An interpretation of this observation

was sought on the basis that ~?aged?~samples expand according to the net re-

action:

(x@=J )

‘iT(c)
~ Li(s, bee) + He(g, p)

\ )*

+
(He in Free Volume)

(lo)

The volume required to store the decay products is represented by x va-

cancy pairs, and it could logically range from x = 0.28 (~ = O.002%/day) for

He escaping at the decay rate, through x = 1.28 (h = 0.008%/day) according

to Equations 2t to 5, and to x = 10 (fi = 0.06%/day) from the estimated

pressure of stored He gas in the 400”C sample after 1000 days.*

Although a condition of hydrostatic equilibrium may be obtained at

400°C, the brittle nature exhibited by the salt at 23°C makes it less likely

that such considerations might control the expansion rate at this lower

*These assume conditions of approximately hydrostatic equilibrium for the
stored gas in the samples stored at 400”C; the observed average rate of
expansion for the 450- to 1000-day interval is d = 0.038 Ye/day, which cor-
responds to an average loss of 50% of the He produced during this period,
and this figure does not violently contradict expectations. The later rate of.
E(1000) = 0.004%/day obtained at
if it is assumed that hydrostatic

400”C indicates a higher rate of outgassing
equilibrium is maintained.
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temperature.* If the He gas were produced in hydrostatic equilibrium at

the pressure calculated for the voids, the room temperature 1000-day ex-

pansion rate should be 0.027%/day compared to an observed rate of

0.014%/day. After 2000 days the rate drops to between 0.003 and 0.006%/day.

The latter could be explained either as primarily the effect of decay (Equa-

tions 2t to 5) plus recombination (Equation 6) or as the effect of a large He

outgassing rate on Equation 10. There is evidence for both explanations, but

the NMR observation of a strong H2 absorption in the 2000-day-old sample

stored at 23°C proved that the criterion of complete recombination in 1!aged11

samples is not fulfilled. Grinding experiments performed by T. Newton
(98)

on samples stored at 23°C for 128 days indicated that some of the He was

contained in cavities as large as 2000 ~ in average diameter. Other obser-

vations support the explanation that the cavities are neither spherical nor

randomly distributed, but that they are probably small

concentrated along dislocations or

cipient cleavage planes.

4.3.8 Discussion

subgrain boundaries

in one dimension and

which serve as in-

Ultimately, it is diffusion that plays the predominant role in controlling

net radiation damage by: (1) supplying vacancy pairs to accommodate point

defects produced by Equation 1”, (2) controlling the rate of stabilization of

point defects by aggregation, following Equations 3 and 4, (3) supplying vacancy

pairs to allow the martensitic transformation of F-center aggregates into

bcc Li metal according to Equation 5, and (4) finally allowing recombination

*The value of x given by Equation 10 may be calculated for a 1000-day-old
sample stored at 23°C if it is assumed that the He gas contained in the
21.5% expanded volume is at a mean pressure of 425 atm. If a mean sur-
face tension of 200 dynes/cm i% assumed for LiH in spherical cavities, a
mean cavity diameter of -200 A and a mean value of x = 4 is obtained.

.

-

.

.

..

,
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and escape of defects to free surfaces. The importance of vacancy diffusion

in controlling the expansion rates of samples stored at -7° to 125°C (pre-

sumably by the diffusion-controlled Reactions 11’ through 5) is illustrated by

Figure 21 in which a straight line through the l?initialu or !~maximum~’ ex-

pansion rates in the indicated temperature range has a slope of 0.55 + O.1 ev.

This value is in agreement with the value 0.53 ev obtained for the activation

energy for cation vacancy diffusion from electrical conductivity measurements.

The agreement can be explained if vacancy pairs have essentially the same

activation energy for diffusion as do cation vacancies in LiH, or if the me-

chanisms are controlled by a second step requiring the diffusion of the sep-

arated cation vacancy in case vacancy pairs are much more mobile than

either single vacancy. It is not known whether vacancy pairs are generally

less mobile than anion vacancies, as reported for NaCl, (59)
or more mobile,

as previously postulated.
(63)

In either case, the mechanism controlling the

expansion of LiH crystals may involve dislocation motion or diffusion through

dislocation networks, and it would then be rather complicated.

ESR studies of bcc Li metal formation,

in Section 3.5, led to suitable agreement

the first 500 days. To test the postu-

The application of a diffusion-controlled martensitic transformation ac-

cording to Equation 5 together with

using results of the type described

with the 23°C expansion results for

lated correlation, log ~ was plotted against log S (the bcc Li ESR spin den-

sity). After the initial bcc Li metal nucleation period, a linear relation be-

tween the two variables was obtained. A linear plot of the concentration of

bcc Li metal atoms, NLi, versus the concentration of vacancy pairs intro-

duced into the crystal, N
m

, was made by estimating a detection efficiency

of 1.3% for the ESR measurements on a 23°C sample and using 17 13 per

vacancy pair to calculate N
m

from the 23°C expansion. A portion of the

results is given in Figure 22, in which only half of the linear part of the
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curve is shown in order to illustrate better the deviation from linearity ob-

served in the initial stages. Slopes were calculated assuming bcc Li metal

formation by ~ decay alone (Equations 2? through 5) and radiation damage

alone (Equations 11’, 3, 4, and 5), and these are given for comparison with

the observed slope of 1.08. This slope is only slightly less than that cal-

culated for a radiation-damage yield of y = 2 which is estimated from the

initial 23°C expansion rate (Section 4.3.3).

This yield was used to obtain an independent estimate of the rate of

Wotalf! J?*enter production (F centers plus aggregates), which enables one

to compare the ESR data on the rate of formation of bcc Li metal in LiH

containing LiT to the theory of the diffision-limited growth of precipitate
(99)

particles given by Ham. Ham?s equation can be written:

in (co/c) = Cvtn

where Co is the initial solute concentration in a supersaturated solid solu-

tion, C is the concentration of solute remaining in solution at any time t,

a is a constant dependent upon the concentration of precipitate particles and

concentrations and diffusion parameters controlling the rate of accumulation

at the particles, and n is a parameter which depends upon the nature of the

accumulation at the growing particles and is described by Ham in detail.

The application of Ham?s theory to the precipitation of Li in Ge is given by

Reiss.(lOO) It was found that n = 3/2, indicating that spherical particles

grow in Ge with low dislocation densities, whereas platelike particles are

formed at high dislocation densities according to the finding that n = 1. To

account for the steady production of Missolved Li?~ in LiH containing LiT at

23°C by Equations 11!, 2!, 3, ad 4, it was assumed that Co = 5Nt~t or 5

times the production of He3 atoms by the T decay. The concentration of

!?dissolved Lilt at any time, t, was obtained from C by subtracting the amount
o
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of bcc Li metal precipitated, NLi, obtained from ESR results and the effi-

ciency of detection.
(o)

The resulting plot of log C /C vs tn gave excellent

(0)=agreement with n = 1 and with an equation of the form In C /c 4.6 X 10-3t,

with t given in days. This result is consistent with microscopic observa-

tions which have shown that Li particles in LiH tend to grow as sheets or

discs in samples stored at 23°C. On the other hand, limited measurements

of bcc Li metal growth in LiH samples stored at -196°C between observa-

tions agree better with n = 3/2 and with a regular spherical growth of par-

ticles after warming from this low temperature. Other characteristics in-

dicate that the nature of the bcc Li particles formed in samples stored at

low temperature may be different from Li produced in samples stored at

23°C. The ESR observations indicate greater line width and higher detection

efficiency for particles produced in samples stored at -196”C. Evidently the

bcc Li particles formed in samples stored at -196°C are of comparatively

small size.

Thus it has been shown that the data for radiation-damaged LiH are

consistent with a diffusion-cent rolled mechanism for expansion and bcc Li

metal formation following the proposed mechanism. According to Equation 5,

the diffusing entities which permit the transition of F-center aggregates into

the less dense bcc Li metal are vacancies rather than Li atoms as in the

case of Li in Ge.(lOO) Vacancy diffusion has also been shown to be valuable

in explaining the temperature dependence of LiH expansion presented earlier

in this section. The expansions calculated from the bcc Li concentrations

found by ESR through the use of the model agree with the 23°C expansions

observed during the first 500 days, as noted in Section 4.3.4. Therefore,

the model for radiation damage to LiH con~ining LiT meets this test for

internal consistency.

Since we have introduced the subject of radiation damage in LiH by
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comparison to various studies made on neutron-irradiated LiF, we conclude

by intercomparing radiation damage to these two materials in more detail.

W Figure 23 the LiF expansion data obtained by Spaepen
(41)

for crystals

irradiated at 80”C and by Senio and Tucker
(42)

for samples irradiated at

30° and 185°C are compared to the expansion of LiH samples containing

40 mole % LiT stored at -22° to 75°C. The initial rapid rise and plateau

observed by Spaepen at 80”C has already been compared to the X-ray ex-

pansion measurements by Willis and Smallman in Section 4.2, and similar

X-ray expansion measurements by Senio and Tucker on LiF irradiated at

30” and 185°C are illustrated in Figure 23 against an expanded ordinate scale.

All of the results indicate that the expansion caused by interstitial defects in

LiF reaches a maximum at 0.4 to 0.6% expansion or about 3 x 10
20

defects/cc.

This is somewhat

observed in LiH.

paratively regular

greater

Figure

fashion

than the maximum concentration of point defects

14 illustrates why LiH crystals expand in a com-

near the origin and do not exhibit a step in the

expansion curve similar to LiF crystals which expand by a reversible radia-

tion-damage process. After the step in the LiF expansion data, there is a

general agreement between the 80”C LiF curve and the 75°C LiH curve, and

between the 30”C LiF curve and the 23°C LiH curve, which supports the
17

intercomparison of the samples by equating a dose of 10 n/cm2 to 6.45

days for a sample containing 40 mole % LiT. The very low expansion ob-

served by Senio and Tucker at 185°C can be accounted for if rapid recom-

bination of point defects generated by the Li6 fission fragments is assumed

(somewhat like the low LiH expansion at 300”C), so that the net yield of

stabilized radiation-damage products is also low.
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Fig. 23 The expansion of neutron-irradiated LiF compared to LiH samples
containing 40 mole % LiT: (0) LiF volume expansion at 80”C
(Spaepen(41)); (()) and (Q) LiF volume expansion at 30”C of single
crystals and pressed pellets (Senio and Tucker); (~) LiF vol-
ume expansion at 185°C(42); (X) LiF X-ray lattice expansion at 30”
and 185°C plotted to 10X scale.(42)
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATED PROPERTIES OF LATTICE DEFECTS

A.1 Vacancies

The volume of a vacancy pair is estimated from the volume of an ion

pair plus the distortion of the ions around the vacant lattice sites. This

distortion reduces the volume in the case of metals, but it increases the

vacancy volume in the case of ionic crystals because of the charge repulsion

between the nearest-neighbor ions of the vacancies.
(101)

This increase in

vacancy volume is of the order of 10‘%0 of the volume of the replaced ion.

(102) but the reverseActivation volumes for ionic transport are even larger,

displacement polarization of ions of opposite charge to the missing ion re-

duces the apparent vacancy volume at larger distances, and the net volume

increase observed in radiation-damage studies is expected to be closer to

the ion pair volume. Thus the expansion rate of 0.0067 + 0.0004%/day ob-

served for LiH containing 40% LiT, calculated on the assumption of Equa-

tion 2!, corresponds to a volume of 16.9 + 1.0 ~3/vacancy pair compared to

16.8 ~3/ion pair calculated from the LiD parameters given in Table 1. This

result is in satisfactory agreement with the model.

A.2 Interstitial

The crystal expansion caused by interstitial

- 107 -
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related to the lattice strain as has been demonstrated to within 6% for

neutron-irradiated LiF.(91) For a homogeneous random distribution of

interstitials, calculations based on the elastic continuum model have

demonstrated the equivalence of the average lattice expansion and the

(103) Both are dependent on the productgeometrical crystal expansion.

of the interstitial concentration and on an average lattice expansion per

interstitial. A detailed calculation of the expansion per interstitial defect

would be extremely complex, and it would involve more detailed knowledge

than we possess of such parameters as ionic sizes, repulsion potentials,

and polarization. The lattice would expand to the parameter corresponding

to the spacing of the displaced ions adjacent to the interstitial if perfect

symmetry of hard-sphere ions were maintained; but this extreme is

avoided by elastic displacements of the ions at some distance from the

defect, and by compression of ions neighboring the interstitial in the

direction of the strain axes, with displacements normal to the strain

axes to occupy some of the extra volume created by displacements away

from the defect. As expected, this relaxation is also greater in the case

of metals such as Cu than in ionic crystals such as the alkali halides.
(2)

Eshelby estimated that nearly 90% of the strain en@r8’y is con~ined within

2ro of the defect; the entire expansion occurs in the immediate neighbor-

hood of the imperfection with the extra volume transmitted to the surface

()
3 (104)

by elastic displacements of the type i? = c ~/r .

The simplified calculation used here to estimate the average volume

increase per interstitial defect equates this expansion with that of the

shell of nearest neighbor ions (1/8 of NaCl unit cell) to the interstitial.

,

.

.

.

.

.
-

n

.

I
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This model is illustrated in Figure A.1..

.

.

.
*

.

From the difference between

one-half body diagonal and the anion

radius for LiH, it is found that a

sphere of 0.41 A radius could fit

into the tetrahedral vacancy at the

center of the cube without distor-

tion. The radius of’ a He atom is

estimated as 0.93 “to 1.01 A, de-

pending on the coordination num-
ber (87,88)

9 so that the neighboring

H- ions must be displaced 0.52 to

0.60 ~ outwards to accommodate a

He atom in the

The associated

therefore 10 to

stitial He atom

interstitial position.

volume increase is

12 13 per inter-

in LiH. This re-

sult is in surprisingly good agree-

ment with the observed value

12.4 + 0.6 ~3/~ decay (see Section

3.6) considering the very crude

nature of the calculation. This re-

sult corresponds to an expansion

‘1
/‘;
I/1

-—-..——--,—-

Fig. A. 1 An interstitial atom @ in
a simple cube of a NaC1-type crys-
tal lattice causing outward displace-
ments ~ of the tetrahedron of
four neighboring anions O in the ~
directions of the body diagonals.
The four neighboring cations . are
assumed to also expand to maintain
the symmetry of the cube in going
from ~ao to %d on the side. The
jagged lines indicate the approximate
positions of anion-cation contact in
LiH.

that is three times the volume of the interstitial atom compared to expected

values of one to five times the volume of the interstitial atom. (2)
Corre-

sponding results of calculations for an interstitial (spherical) H2 molecule

with 1.30 to 1.36 ~ radius give 21 to 23 ~3 per interstitial H2 in LiH, which
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is quite large compared to 1.2 13 per interstitial H atom calculated from

the small, 0.52 ~, size of the H atom.

A.3 Interstitial Ions

The calculation of the displacement caused by an interstitial ion is a

little more complicated than for a neutral atom because the presence of the

interstitial charge results in polarization of the surrounding lattice ions.

For simplicity it has been assumed that the net effect of polarization dis-

placements cancels out at distances affecting the measurements, although

they may be significant in the immediate neighborhood of the defect. The

model illustrated by Figure A. 1 was used to calculate the volume expansion

per interstitial anion in LiH, LiF, and NaCl, and the results are presented

in Table Al. The anion radii used were mostly taken from Zachariasen ?s

table given by Kittel
(88)

for coordination numbers 6 and

Table A.1 Calculated Expansion Per Interstitial

Quantity LiH

&t. (1) 2.042

r- (~) 1.36 - 1.44

Void Radius (~) 0.41

Displacement (~) 0.95 - 1.03

v =(~d~(i’) 31.0 - 33.7

Vo =(%oy pa{ ~.s
E=V - V. x’ 22.5 - 25.2

The expansion per interstitial Cl- ion in

LiF

8.

Anion Defect

NaCl

2.014 2.820

1.33 - 1.41 1.81 - 1.89

0.41 0.63

0.92 - 1.00 1.18 - 1.26

30.7 - 31.7 74.6 - 80.6

8.2 22.4

22.3 - 23.5 52 - 58

NaCl seems small compared to the

lattice expansion of ~-irradiated NaCl powder, but it is of

magnitude, and the result can be made consistent with the

- 110 -
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net yield of Frenkel defects in NaCl is assumed to be high. The expansions

per interstitial anion in Table A.1 are all slightly larger than the ion-pair

volume in the corresponding salt, and they are about two times the volume

of the interstitial ion used in the calculation.

A.4 Stability of Interstitial Anions

In this section the relative stability of interstitial anions, which may

be formed by the recombination of radiation-damage products at low tem-

peratures, is estimated by approximate energy calculations for LiH, LiF,

and NaC1. Calculations for the recombination of X2 molecules (VI centers)

with a pair of F centers are carried out for all three salts, and calculations

for the recombination of an H center with an F center are made for the

alkali halides. The net reactions are:

•1x+-
2(c)

El‘2 +
(c)

For the purposes of calculation, the net reactions are divided into two

major steps with the first step in each case requiring the photo-ionization of

the F center. It has been assumed that the energy required to transfer the

electron into the conduction band is O.5 ev greater than the energy of the

F-band maximum for each salt.
(51,63,89) ~ep A.

.

❑ ❑‘- (c)———— - (c) + ‘;C)
E = EF + 0.5 ev.

A

The second step is far more difficult because it involves the energies

of processes that are known only for the gas phase, and the distortion energy

involved in forming the interstitial anion. For Reaction A.1 the second step
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was estimated as follows in Step

c1‘2 (c)
+ 2e;c)—-

‘2
~ 2x(g)

(g)

B:

X2 El
(g) ‘2eiii)+-(@E-0

E = E(diss)(105)

(106)
—- 2x-

2x(g) + 2eig) (g)
E = 2E(e. a.)

~g) + ❑(c)
—* EKl (c)

E -* O-P

‘ig) ~ o x (i)
E s E(displ) + P 1

❑ ☞2e~c) ‘El(c) ‘@(i)
EB s E(diss) + 2E(ea.) + ~~ + E(displ)

‘2
(c)

The energy for the first step was estimated by assuming negligible distortion

around the molecule in the anion site and neglecting the difference between

the conduction band and the vacuum level. The dissociation energy and elec-

tron affinities required for the second and third steps are available for the
(105,106)

gas phase from the references. The energy of placing an anion in

the vacant site in the fourth step is estimated as one-half the lattice energy

of the crystal per ion pair ~o minus the polarization energy of the anion

vacancy P. The displacement energy is very crudely estimated as equal to

the change in electrostatic energy of the neighbors to the interstitial in ex-

panding to the configuration illustrated in Figure A.1 with the total repulsive

energy assumed constant. If each interaction between the eight ions of

Figure A.1 is counted once, the estimated displacement energy becomes

E(displ) N (0.870 )(4e2/ao)(ad - ao)/ad = 0.870 (4@e/a)(ad - ao)/ad, where the

.

.

.

.

.

.
-

.

.

.

.

numerical factor is obtained from the spmetry of the ions, the symbols
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@e and a refer to electrostatic energy per ion pair in the crystal and the

Madelung term, respectively, and the values a. and ad are taken from Table A-1.

Other electrostatic interactions between the interstitial ion and the lattice ions

cancel except for the polarization term P r which, for simplicity, was assumed

to be approximately equal to the polarization energy of the vacant lattice

point P. The results of these calculations are summarized in Table A.2.

Table A.2 Energy Relations for the Recombination of Color Centers (ev)

Reaction A. 1

Step A:

Step B:

‘A =

EB =

‘B ‘

Reaction Al: E =
1

Reaction A.2

Step A:
‘A ‘

Step B: E=
B

=

EN
B

Reaction A.2: E =
2

LiH LiF——

2(EF + 0.5) 5.8 10.8

E (diss) + 2E(ea.) + ~~ + E(displ)

E(diss) 4.52 1.64

2E(e.a.) -1.46 -7.12

44 -4.72 -5.3
0

E(displ) w8.1 -9.1

+6.4 -1.7

EA+E x +12.2
B

+9.1

LiF

EF + 0.5 5.4

E “(diss) + E (ea.) + E(displ) + P? - E ~(displ)

E (diss) + 2E(e.a.) + ~~ + E(displ)

E“(diss) = E(diss) + E(e.a.) -2.0
P(lol)

--1.2

E ?(displ) N P - ~@ +4.1

-1.7

EA+E H
B

+3.7

NaCl

6.2

2.52

-7.44

-4.0
1

N6. O

-2.9

+3.3

NaCl

3.1

-1.2

-1.2

+2.8

-2.9

+0.2
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The second step of Reaction A.2 is

involves more unknown quantities. They

Reaction A.2, Step B:

still harder to estimate because

can be broken down as follows:

•1~ +‘;C) ~ -‘2 •1
(c) (i%)+ ‘ill) + - (c) E = ‘*@ - “(displ) +

x; ~
‘(g) + ‘(g)

E= Efl(diss)

(g)

‘(g) + ‘ig) ~ ‘(g)
E = E(ea.)

•1‘ig) + - (c)———— nx (c)
E =+*-P

‘ig) “c) ‘- (i)
E = E(displ) + P!

it

P

2$ - — ❑(c)‘@(i) ‘B= E~’(diss) + E(ea.) -t E(displ) - E f (displ)
(c)

+ ‘(c)
+ p!

The properties of the X; ion in the anion site are assumed to be similar to

those of an ~ ion except for the extra distortion indicated by the inter-

actions with two next-neighbor X- ions deduced from the ESR spectra of the

H center. The probable value of E f (displ) has been assumed to be

~E(displ) calculated before for the interstitial anion. Since gaseous Xi ions

have not been observed, it is assumed that the most probable value for E?!

is less than or equal to zero, and it is certainly less than *E (diss), the

binding energy for a H atom in a H2 molecule. As before, the value for

the polarization energy associated with an interstitial anion P! is assumed

to be equal to the polarization energy of an anion vacancy P which has been

calculated by Mott and Little ton for NaC1.
(101)

.

.

.

.

m

.

.

.

.

1
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Step

An alternative path may be used to estimate the energy change in

B of Reaction A.2.

•1x; •1
(c)

+ ‘;c)~ x2(g) + 2e;g) + - (c) E = -++ - “ (displ) + p = 0

‘2
-

(g)
2X(13)

‘(g)+2ei)-—2X(!3

E = E(diss)

E = 2E(e.a.)

•1%)+ - (c)~ ❑x (c)
E =+@-p

‘(a ~ o‘- (i)
E w E(displ) + P!

❑x; + ‘;c)— ❑ (c) + @(,) ‘B “ E(diss) + 2E(ea.) + ~@ + E(displ)
(c)

The net result is the same as for Step B of Reaction Al. The evaluation

of the energy for the modified first step comes from the observation that H

centers decompose spontaneously at -173°C in LiF (and presumably similarly
(107)

in NaCl) with the release of electrons into the conduction band. There-

❑(c~n(c) + ‘it) ‘s ‘rem0‘00“1 ‘v”
fore the energy for the process X_

This is the same as the energy for the first step if the energy change repre-

sented by the first step of Reaction A.1, Step B, is still taken as zero. From

an intercornparison of the two paths presented for Step B of Reaction A.2,

two properties of the X2- ion may be estimated: (1) The displacement energy

of the H center is approximately E ?(displ) N P - ~@. (2) The dissociation

energy of a gaseous ~ molecule ion is approximately E?I(diss) = E(diss)

+ E(e.a.).
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The results of the calculations for Step A and Step B of Reaction A.1

for LiH, LiF, and NaCl are contained in the first part of Table A.2. The

results of similar calculations for the major steps of Reaction A.2 are also

listed for LiF and NaCl, along with the approximate calculations of E? (displ)

and E ~’(diss) outlined in the preceding paragraph.

It is possible to draw some conclusions from the results given in

Table A.2, as long as the approximate nature of the calculations used is not

forgotten and comparisons of the conclusions with other experimental obser-

vations are made. From the values for Step B of Reaction A.1 it appears

evident that interstitial H- ions in LiH are unstable compared to the corre-

sponding anions formed in LiF and NaC1. This is consistent with the lattice

expansion results on mixed powders discussed in Sections 3.6 and 4.1 which

indicate that interstitial Cl- ions were formed in the NaCl, but that only

interstitial He atoms occurred in the LiH powder containing LiT. The ener-

getic favor the formation of a mobile hole (H atom) as a possible inter-

mediate when the first electron is trapped at a H2
•1

center in LiH, and if
(c)

this eventually combines with an anion vacancy, or a defect that can supply

a vacancy, and another electron, the recombination process can be completed

without forming an interstitial.

From the examples under consideration, it appears that interstitial

anions could be most readily formed by the recombination of F and H cen-

ters in NaC1. Some mechanism like that proposed here is required to ac-

count for the lattice expansion observed in NaCl exposed to ~ particles from

LiT, because the energy required for direct displacements of Na+ ions is

about 25 ev compared to 1.7 ev maximum energy acquired by collision with
(2, 3)

an 18 kev electron. This was not true in the case of neutron-irradiated

Lil?(91) for which the

tration of interstitials

displacement mechanism could account for the concen-

observed.(2)
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APPENDIX B

PRECIPITATE DISTRENJTION

No microscopic observations of Li colloid precipitated in relatively

clear crystals of LiH have been made, but the decoration of various planes

inside clear LiH crystal with precipitated Cu has been observed. This re-

sult is presented as some small justification for the assumption that the

precipitation of Li colloid in LiH is comparable at some stages to the deco-

ration of alkali halides with alkali or noble metals.
(96)

The Cu precipitate

came from metal which was included with the Li metal before the synthesis

of the crystal; it evidently dissolved as a hydride in the molten LiH and

precipitated in bands as the single crystal grew. These bands of CU J?re-

cipitate appeared periodically throughout the length of the crystal with a

common primary orientation relative to the axis of the crystal.

“The Cu distribution in a thin plate cleaved from the LiH crystal is

illustrated in the photograph of Figure B.1. The approximate identifications

of the planes bearing the Cu precipitate ?tieathers 1~are given on the photo-

graph, as well as the directions of the intersections of these planes with the

upper cleavage surface of the LiH crystal. The orientation of the various

cleavage faces of the LiH crystal are also indicated. The figure shows a

predominance of bands oriented parallel to the (iii) plane, although a com-

plementary band in the (l Ii) plane is shown in the center of the figure.
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